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Our Spring Fiction Is All About Translation
A Special Collection ~ 13 Yiddish Women; 8 would call Canada home

THE ALMOST-LOST VOICES OF OUR YIDDISH WOMEN WRITERS

“These are vibrant women, and
their writings should not be read
only as something from the past,
but something important to our
days, despite the passing years. For
all of us who lost family members
in those times, and want their story
told – and read – this book is an
excellent collection of important
writers who tell those stories, stories that should never be forgotten.”

This important book, which includes various texts never before translated
into English, and most of which originally appeared in books, journals and
newspapers, is the first to emphasize the work of so many Canadian-Yiddish
women writers, like Chava Rosenfarb, Rachel Korn and Ida Maze.
The short stories, excerpts from novels and memoirs, and several personal essays,
were written at points in these women’s lives when they were looking out to and at
the world around them. They were facing a traditional world confronting modernity: family life during a tumultuous period when parental authority was challenged by political and social movements; sexual awakening during a profound
revolutionary period in Europe; longings for independence, education, and creative, artistic expression; the conflicted entry of Yiddish-speaking women into the
modern world, beyond the restrictions of traditional Jewish life; the Holocaust and
its aftermath, and adjustment after immigration.
To date, the major anthologies of Yiddish prose in translation have concentrated on popular male writers and excluded not only fiction by women
but their memoirs and other prose writing as well. By their exclusion from
these anthologies, Yiddish women writers were denied their place in history,
and important voices were never heard. Yiddish women writers provide the
vital link to understanding Jewish experience in Europe, North America, Israel
and other parts of the world. This anthology represents a transformation of
Yiddish literature and with it a fresh understanding of Ashkenazi and
Sefardi life.

—DAVID HOMEL, winner, Governor
General’s Award for Translation 328 pages ISBN 978-1-55096-311-3 $19.95

Scan this QR, or access our special discounts page at: www.tinyurl.com/30-SpringDiscount
to purchase or pre-order Spring titles with a 30% discount; shipping is free! Choose Code TWUC

Exile Editions was founded in 1976. Over the years, this literary house has defined itself in Canadian publishing by way of a special vision,
one that first places an emphasis on bringing out new generation and emerging writers who are redefining the literary landscape with innovative works. Added to that – and what wonderfully rounds out each annual list of 12-16 books, over 450 releases to date – are the mid-career
writers shaping their vision by exploring/pushing boundaries, as well as those works by established writers well known for their craft.
EXILE EDITIONS ~ publishers of fiction, poetry, translation, drama and nonfiction
Scan this QR for our PDF Catalogues, or via URL at: www.tinyurl.com/ExileCatalogues

Great books from Exile Editions! www.ExileEditions.com • see our inside back cover ad for more...
Contact us at: info@exileeditions.com

ExileWriters

From the Chair

By Merilyn Simonds

Our 40th birthday is just weeks away, and like all
birthdays, it fills me with an odd mix of nostalgia
and anticipation. Will there be presents? Cake?
And a more sober thought, rising from my Scots
Presbyterian roots: Ah, and what has been done,
lass, to merit such celebration?
TWUC is a member-driven organization. Everything that happens
in the office, everything discussed by National Council is directed
by you — through the Strategic Plan developed by members,
through the survey you answer every few years, through your
calls and letters and discussions on the listserv and Forums, and
through the men and women on National Council elected by
you, directly representing writers in every region of country and
advocating for the issues at the top of your agenda.
And what a terrific National Council you elected for this
anniversary year! We have met three times: immediately following
the 2012 AGM, three-day meetings in September and January,
and we’ll meet briefly again immediately prior to the 2013 AGM.
This face time is crucial, but miniscule compared to the yearlong meeting on our National Council listserv, with new business
brought forward for discussion each Monday morning.
Much of what we do is prompted by changes in the literary
landscape, which this year have been seismic. We have:
• developed a TWUC Statement on Fair Dealing
• staged and recorded an intervention at a copyright “training
session” for college teachers
• urged university presidents to sign licensing agreements
• provided template letters to members to voice their
concerns to educational institutions
• developed a campaign for members to protest changes in
collection and access policy at Library and Archives Canada
• published a report on the meaning of “Book”
• prepared an inventory of tax legislation affecting writers
We have issued press releases on:
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• suppression of free expression among scientists, and other
government workers
• suppression of free expression at Library and Archives Canada
• abuse of “fair dealing” in the schools
• the decline in books coverage in print media
We have remained close to the evolving story of the D&M
insolvency and bankruptcy, reporting to members, but meeting,
too, with government agencies to see what can be done to
minimize damage to writers in these dire situations.
That’s the external side of the job. Internally, this National
Council has been working hard, hiring a new Executive Director
and instituting proper Board orientation. We are moving forward
with work begun last year under Chair Greg Hollingshead, to
renew the internal structure of the Union and make its working
groups more responsive to members. Beginning in 2013-14, this
pilot project will see existing committees evolved into Forums and
Task Forces (depending on the work they do) with Membership
and Nominating becoming Constitutional Committees.

Task Forces are intended to be lean working groups with specific
mandates and timelines, formed to grapple with a particular issue.
This year, in response to critical situations and member demand,
we have created:
•
•
•
•

Digital Copyright Infringement Task Force
Task Force on Repression of Free Expression
Task Force on Membership Criteria
E-lending Task Force

The Forums engage members in broad discussions of particular
topics, a place where we share our views and experiences.
Conversations now underway:
• Membership Criteria Forum, discussing if and how we
might extend TWUC membership to self-published writers.
• Copyright Infringement Forum, where writers are
reporting infringements on their work, as we gather
evidence on the negative impact of the new Copyright
Modernization Act.
• International Opportunities & Information Forum, where
writers share news about residencies, readings, and
international issues.
• Cultural Diversity Forum, where members share
experiences and ideas about cultural diversity issues.
• Gender Issues Forum, where members discuss gender
disparities in publishing and reviewing.
Prompted in part by this structural renewal and in part by new
rules governing nonprofits, a new Constitutional Reform Task
Force is working with legal counsel Marian Hebb to revise our
40-year constitution, which has stood up remarkably well for four
decades. Amended eight times since 1973 (last in 2007), it now
needs a few tweaks to bring it in line with contemporary needs.
Our membership is now over 2,000. With more responsive
press releases and actions, we are acknowledged as a powerful
voice on cultural issues in Canada. The strength and power of
that voice depends on your engagement. It depends on a strong
National Council that reflects our members and their views. As
the organization becomes more professional, the demand for
intelligence and skill around the table grows, too.
This all sounds pretty serious, I suppose, as a prelude to a party,
but Scot blood flows in my veins, so I’m prone to seeing the
smoke rising from the glittering candle flame.
Come to the AGM. Have a blast. And on Sunday morning, haul
yourself up from your revels, and vote to have the best among you
represent your interests at the National Council table.
Thank you to all the wonderful people I’ve worked with this
year, on National Council and in the office. It has been a privilege.
That’s the nostalgia part. Now on with the party!
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Writing Rights
Hybridity is the New Nimble
By John Degen

In mid-January, thanks to funding from the Canada Council
and the Access Copyright Foundation, your Associate Director,
Siobhan O’Connor, and I attended the Digital Book World*
conference in New York City. Being in the centre of the Englishlanguage publishing universe (sorry, Toronto) we took the
opportunity to meet with staff of the U.S. Author’s Guild, to
discuss the latest Google book-scanning news, and fallout from
the unfortunate HathiTrust decision around unauthorized digital
copying of full texts into academic libraries. Author litigation on
both these fronts continues.
The U.S. Authors Guild is 100 years old this year (to our 40),
and it is immensely helpful to this organization to have such a
generous older sister with whom to consult. Canadian writers’
issues are increasingly the exact same issues that writers struggle
with around the world, and certainly in matters digital and
copyright, the world is watching us right now. Former Executive
Director Kelly Duffin initiated a quarterly teleconference between
TWUC, the Authors Guild, The Society of Authors in the UK, and
the Australian Society of Authors. We have to arrange these calls
for after work hours in order to accommodate everyone’s time
zones, but the overtime is well worth the community bond we’ve
forged across the globe. You should know that your international
colleagues appreciate the work TWUC put into recent copyright
battles, and they stand with us in our current struggle against the
overreach of educational administrations.
Meanwhile, back in the Digital Book World conference room,
the buzzwords flying around were mostly about the changing
relationship between author and reader. It was all about access,
nimbleness, discoverability, hybridity, pivoting, end-user
expectation. As you can imagine, anyone suffering from jargonphobia would do well to avoid any conference touching on the
Internet or digital publishing.
Behind the jargon, the message is simple. We writers are in
much more direct contact with our readership than ever before,
and it looks increasingly like it’s up to us to negotiate the terms of
that contact, which is a good thing. The “hybrid author” appears to
be setting the pace for the entire book world.
What is a hybrid author? Essentially, hybrid authors are those
able to move quickly and easily between ebook and p-book worlds
depending on their own expert understanding of which format
is right for the moment — and when the moment changes, the
hybrid author changes with it (also known as pivoting). Hybrid
authors self-publish when self-publishing works best, but pivot
to traditional publishing deals when that’s the best route to take.
Hybrid authors are, by necessity, incredibly knowledgeable. They

know their rights, know their value to traditional publishers,
know the universe of services available to self-publishers, know
their readership, and, perhaps most importantly, hybrid authors
know how to negotiate and set professional limits on all those
relationships.
Think hybridity is over-hyped? Think again. Research results
presented at the DBW conference showed that not only do hybrid
authors expect more control over every aspect of their career, they
generally get it. As well, hybrid authors make more money in both
advances and sales. Writers defined as hybrid made an annual
writing income 39 per cent higher than writers focussed solely on
traditional publishing.
And Speaking of Money
In large part as a result of requests from the Writers’ Union and
other creator groups, Access Copyright, the Canadian Copyright
Licensing Agency, recently commissioned a study to determine
once and for all the actual, trackable royalty distribution splits
between writers and publishers.
As you may know, Access Copyright (AC) distributes royalties
directly to creators and publishers who affiliate or register with
the agency. AC has always maintained that creators also receive
a share of the publisher payments as that money flows to writers
through the publisher, but they were never able to present
clear evidence of this flowthrough effect. The recent Royalties
Survey completed for AC by Circum Network Inc. was able to
get reporting from affiliated publishers that represented 99% of
the royalties distributed in 2011. When AC combines their direct
payments to creators with the flowthrough now reported, it shows
that creators received 43% of the total royalty distribution for 2011.
43% is good, much better than many had thought creators were
getting from the agency. But why not 50%? Good question, and we
asked it. The remaining difference between publisher and creator
splits is almost certainly accounted for by educational publishing
contracts in which the writers (mostly academics seeking credit
over payment) sign over their copyright.
Imagine — if professors refused to waive their copyright,
creators would likely be getting the lion’s share of royalty
payments through collective licensing.
*Full TWUC staff notes from Digital Book World were compiled and
published on our website, with a handy Executive Summary, at this
link: http://www.writersunion.ca/digital-book-world-2013-conferencenotes
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News
Publishing

D&M Sells Off Pieces, New
Publishing House Emerges		
Developments continue in the wake of
Vancouver-based independent Douglas
and McIntyre Publishers filing a Notice
of Intention under the Insolvency Act
last October. The company has sold its
Greystone Books imprint to Heritage
House Publishing; New Society was
sold to its former owners Judith and
Christopher Plant; and fellow British
Columbian independent publisher
Harbour Publishing purchased the
contracts, brand, and stock for what
will become a new imprint Douglas &
McIntyre Ltd. Additionally, former D&M
Publishers staffers Chris Labonté, Peter
Cocking, and Richard Nadeau have
created an entirely new company called
Figure 1 Publishing.
The Greystone name will continue
under the new title Greystone Books Ltd,
with founding publisher Rob Sanders
at the helm. Most books published
under Greystone’s former imprint were
included in the deal with Heritage
House, which is based out of Victoria,
B.C. The new Greystone has announced
its list of 2013 books and is quickly
becoming re-established in new quarters
in Vancouver. Meanwhile, New Society,
which specializes in books about ecology,
social change and activism, has returned
to the ownership of its founders Judith
and Christopher Plant and the investment
company Renewal Partners, with more
new titles on the way.
Harbour Publishing’s purchase gives
it access to all back catalogue titles for
D&M Publishers and most books under
contract. Harbour is known for poetry,
nature, and regional books about British
Columbia and surrounding areas.
Publisher and co-owner (with wife Mary
White) Howard White told the National
Post that the new D&M Ltd. imprint will
still be run as a separate company. “I don’t
kid myself that it’s not a great loss,” he
said, referring to the dissolution of D&M
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Publishers. “But given that that happened,
I think we’ve gotten as good a result as we
could expect.”
Chris Labonté and Peter Cocking had
already sown the seeds for what would
eventually become Figure 1 Publishing
when they still worked at D&M Publishers.
Figure 1 Publishing — where they are
joined by former D&M sales manager
Richard Nadeau — is looking to produce
what they call “high-quality illustrated
books” for individual clients, such as
art galleries, museums, restaurants,
breweries, businesses, and more. (See the
Industry Q+A in this issue’s Writer’s Blot
section on page 4 for more on Figure 1).
The sale of various parts of D&M
Publishers ensures that books will remain
in print and in the stores and royalties
will begin flowing again to authors.
As publisher of Greystone Books, Rob
Sanders wrote in a March letter to authors,
“Greystone will be paying royalties on
all sales generated since January 1, 2013.
Royalties due to authors before that date
remain the obligation of D&M Publishers
Inc. The wind-down of D&M Publishers
must continue until the end, at which
time there will be some kind of courtsupervised settlement with authors.”
D&M Publishers was in arrears for one
royalty payment, due in October, and
is also in arrears for the period until
December 31, 2012. These are caught
up now in the official bankruptcy of
D&M Publishers, which will see all the
company’s assets dissolved and payment
of overdue accounts made first to secured
creditors. Since authors are not secured
creditors, they will be towards the bottom
of the list and it remains to be seen how
much writers will recoup of their unpaid
2012 royalties.

Groundwood Books, is the recipient of the
2013 Freedom to Read Award, presented
annually by The Writers’ Union of Canada.
Ron Brown, Chair of TWUC’s Rights
and Freedoms Committee presented the
award at the Freedom to Read Gala in
Toronto on February 28. Aldana founded
Groundwood in 1978 and stepped down in
2012, leaving behind a legacy of publishing
and defending cutting-edge children’s
literature. As TWUC noted in an official
statement about the award: “Several
Groundwood titles have been challenged
by groups unhappy with perceived
political inaccuracies. The Shepherd’s
Granddaughter, by Anne Laurel Carter and
Three Wishes, by Deborah Ellis both deal
with the Israel-Palestine question, and
both books have faced calls for removal
from school libraries. In each case, Ms
Aldana publicly defended the book and
author.”
Each year Freedom to Read Week, and
the annual gala, are organized by the
Freedom of Expression Committee of the
Book and Periodical Council of Canada
and run from February 24 – March 2.
During this year’s events, the Citizen Lab
at the University of Toronto’s Munk School
of Global Affairs received the 2013 CLA
Advancement of Intellectual Freedom in
Canada Award, presented by the Canadian
Library Association. The interdisciplinary
centre researches, monitors and analyzes
politics, power and policies on the web,
and in particular tracks the misuse of
technology as it relates to personal data
and cyber security.

Awards

Patsy Aldana and the Citizen Lab
Awarded for Advancing our Freedom
to Read
Patsy Aldana, founder and former
head of Canadian children’s publisher

Ron Brown, with Susan Swan, presented Patsy
Aldana with the 2013 Freedom to Read award
during this year’s Freedom to Read Gala.

COPYRIGHT

Boundless versus the college
textbook industry

AMAZON
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E-books and attack reviews
In late February, three independent
booksellers filed a lawsuit against Amazon
and the publishers Random House,
Penguin, HarperCollins, Macmillan, Simon
& Schuster, and Hachette, claiming that
they were forcing small booksellers out of
the ebook market through collaborations
and contracts. According to the Guardian,
New York booksellers Book House of
Stuyvesant Plaza and Posman Books along
with South Carolina’s Fiction Addiction
allege in their lawsuit that contracts
between the publishers and Amazon
established that Amazon would use digital

Censorship

Al-Ajami’s Sentence Reduced
Qatari poet Mohammed al-Ajami has had
his sentence of life imprisonment reduced
to 15 years by a court of appeals. al-Ajami
was sentenced to life in November 2012
after being charged with calling for the
overthrowing of the Qatari government
in his poetry. He was first arrested in
November 2011 and held in solitary
confinement for a number of months.
According to Al Jazeera English, it is
unclear which poem of al-Ajami’s sparked
the charge. In August 2010, he recited
a poem in Cairo that critiqued Qatar’s

government in front of a group of friends;
a recording was later uploaded to YouTube.
He has also written the “Jasmine Poem”
about the 2010-2011 Tunisia uprising,
which referred to the ruling government
as “repressive elites.” During the court
of appeals review of the case, al-Ajami’s
lawyer Dr Najeeb al-Nuaimi argued that
the Cairo poem was not publicly recited
and did not warrant the charge, and he
also cited some irregularities during the
earlier sentencing, including the fact that
al-Ajami was not permitted to attend court
during this period. Amnesty International
has continued to call for al-Ajami’s
unconditional release as a prisoner of
conscience.


A new open-source website has the
American academic publishing industry
on high alert. Boundless.com is a startup
that curates and organizes academic
content online, replicating the contents
of American college textbooks and course
packs with open-source information
available online for free. As John Leibold,
a senior at Boston University, and the
current campus marketing manager for
Boundless at BU, told USA Today: “All of
the information in your textbook can be
found online, for free. Boundless just saves
you the search.” Three major companies
within the academic publishing industry —
Pearson, Cengage Learning, and Macmillan
Higher Education — are suing Boundless,
alleging that the startup has violated the
intellectual copyrights of their authors. As
of February 2013, Boundless had responded
to the lawsuit, requesting a trial by jury,
according to Marketwire.com. CEO and
founder Ariel Diaz said in a statement: “In
our view, such legal action is an attempt to
stifle startups such as Boundless who are
driving innovation and using the power of
the Internet to help students save money
and become better learners.”

rights management technology (DRM) to
prevent illegal copying of ebooks. Amazon
uses its own DRM system for every ebook it
sells, and requires customers to read those
ebooks on an Amazon device. Therefore,
this prevents Amazon devices from reading
ebooks with any other form of DRM. Since
the Big Six have not made agreements with
independent booksellers to sell their ebooks,
the suit concludes that the majority of
readers will ultimately acquire their ebooks
from Amazon and as a result, they are being
pushed out of the equation. The three indie
sellers are requesting open-source coding
for these ebooks so readers can open them
on any device.
In another Amazon-related publishing
story, the New York Times outlined a new
trend called “swarming” by which Amazon
reviewers band together to bombard a
book with negative, one-star reviews.
Reporter David Streifeld discusses one
particular case in which a group of fans
calling themselves Michael Jackson’s Rapid
Response Team to Media Attacks slapped a
recent biography of Jackson with numerous
attack reviews and comments on Amazon
and social media. The book — which had
previously been deemed one of the best
books of November 2012 by Amazon itself
— has since floundered in the marketplace.
Amazon representatives maintained that
the attack reviews did not violate their
reviewer guidelines.

GENDER



Study Finds Gender Imbalance In
Book Reviews and Reviewers
A survey conducted by an American
women’s literary group suggests that
there is a bias towards male authors and
reviewers in many publications. The Vida
organization recently released its 2012
survey numbers and found that there
continues to be a large gap with regards
to the number of women authors whose
books are reviewed in major print outlets.
For example, in the London Review of
Books only 27% of books reviewed were
written by women, a slight change from
2011’s 26%. At other publications, such
as Harper’s, these numbers have actually
declined from 2011 — Harper’s reviewed
only 11 books written by women in 2012,
in contrast to 54 penned by men. In a
Guardian story on the survey, Vida author
Amy King points out that poetry shows a
more equitable balance, with publications
like the Boston Review having reviewed 14
female authors to 15 male. “Look to the
poets,” she says. For the complete survey,
visit Vida at vidaweb.org. The Canadian
Women in the Literary Arts organization
features equivalent 2011 gender breakdown
statistics for publications including The
Globe and Mail, The Walrus, and Quill and
Quire on its website cwila.com.
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Writer’s Blot
Writer’s Prompt /

Game On! Performance
Psychology and the
Writing Life
by tina novotny

Is writing a solitary craft
outside of the expectations of
performance, or is it just like
an athlete or stage artist seeking to achieve peak attainment
in the moment? According to
psychologist Dr. Kate Hays,
Dr. Kate F. Hays
a Toronto-based psychologist
specializing in sport and performance, there are
more similarities than you’d think.
“The mental skills involved in performance psychology,” she
says, “can be applied to the writing process itself as well as to the
professional aspects of being a writer. What can be very useful is
creating a timeline, knowing when something is due and working
backwards from it; be specific and reasonable with yourself, set
goals that are manageable and achievable. In the business of writing, if part of what you need to do is sending pieces out or make
cold calls, or cold emails at least, set goals that are targeted and
have a form of tracking.”
Dr. Hays points to a poet who set aside time every day to write,
noting that good poems didn’t necessarily show up every day at
that particular time, but it was useful to be present when they did.
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“That kind of discipline is critical for a writer compared to the fantasy that the muse will wander by when she’s ready: maybe, maybe
not.”
The performance psychology approach can have a big impact in
how a writer hones their sensitivities around doubt, criticism, competitiveness and rejection. “Pay attention to how you experience
that, whether it’s internally generated or a response to something
external. Become comfortable with how you do respond, because
you have flexibility with what you’re going to do with that reaction:
have ways that you acknowledge those beliefs, and how you challenge them. Writers have a choice about whether you’re going to
let yourself bump into this stuff, how much you’re going to take in,
and how much you’ll let that reverberate inside you.”
Dr. Hays also recommends that writers develop their own sounding boards, trusted coaches who can assess and articulate what
needs changing. Writers should also have methods for calming
and managing the tension and anxiety that goes with producing
and creating. “Build in some kind of respite and recovery, time that
is spent away from the computer. Physical activity can clear the
mind, and it can be a place where creativity shows up in a completely different way.”
Tina Novotny is a Toronto-based communications consultant.

Comic by Scot Ritchie

Chris Labonté

Industry Q+A

A New Publisher Emerges
from D&M — But Writers
Need Not Apply
by Nigel Beale

In conversation with Chris Labonté, Former
Acquiring Editor at Douglas & McIntyre, new
Publisher of Figure 1 Publishing.
D & M had a long, impressive history, and published many
beautiful books over the years. What did it in? What did you
learn from the D & M experience, and what do you plan to do
differently?
Without a doubt D&M’s commitment to producing books of the
highest quality — i.e. writing, editing, design, printing — remains
core to what we are doing at Figure 1 Publishing. And this means
a commitment to working with the best writers, editor, designers
and printers. It also means being very picky about the books we
publish. Like D&M’s illustrated books program, Figure 1’s is a
curated program, meaning that we have a very clear vision for what
we are looking for in terms of quality and sophistication. Our
commitment is to publish a strand of publishing that was critically
and financially successful at D&M. I am talking about high
quality visual books: gallery catalogues, architectural monographs,
restaurant cookbooks, illustrated histories. And business books,
including corporate histories.
The copy on your website suggests that you’ll be operating more
like a vanity press than a traditional one. Is this the case, and if so,
what incentive is there for the writer to publish with you?

D&M was not a vanity press, yet the vast majority of its visual
books were subsidized in some manner. A vanity press, let’s be
honest, will take almost any book that comes across its desk, the
only criterion being that the project brings sufficient financing.
Figure 1, like the old D&M, intends to be the best publisher of
high-end visual books in the country, and you cannot achieve such
a goal by just taking any project that happens to have large gobs
of cash attached to it. Like I said, we will be very choosy about
what we take on. Mostly we will be partnering with galleries and
museums, architectural firms and restaurants. As for individual
writers, it will not be often that a writer will come to us with a
book they want published, though some of the business books
will happen that way. No, what is more likely is that we will be
hunting for writers to write something for one of our partners,
especially the business books and high profile memoirs. These
tend to provide excellent compensation, and with our strong sales
and marketing experience, and broad distribution into the North
American retail market in print and digital formats, it means
significant exposure for any writers we might hire.
Given that Peter Cocking is a partner at Figure 1 — and that his
shelves are crowded with design excellence awards — your goal
of becoming “the best publisher of high-end visual books in the
country,” certainly seems achievable. You mention however that
this won’t happen if you “just tak[e] any project that happens to
have ‘large gobs’ of cash attached to it.” Precisely what kinds of
projects would you not be interested in taking on?
We are looking for projects of broad cultural significance, whether
that is a book about an exciting new artist or a major photographer,
the high quality cuisine of a region or a specific restaurant, the
social history of a city or the inspiring story of a business that grew
successful over time and through hard work and ingenuity. We
are looking for books that tell stories that are appealing to a broad
readership: real books with real content.
You mention that you’ll be hunting for writers to write things
for your partners, especially the business books and high profile
memoirs. Does this mean that you’d be interested in hearing
from writers with expertise in art and design, say, or a particular
industry sector — who, while not necessarily soliciting business
from you, might provide ideas for new books?
Yes, we’d love to hear from writers with ideas for books, or ideas
for whom we should approach about doing a book. This is already
happening, of course, but we certainly encourage writers — and
their agents — to approach us with ideas for exciting new books.
Nigel Beale is a writer, broadcaster who specializes in literary
journalism. He is owner/editor of Literary Tourist (literarytourist.com)
and hosts The Biblio File (thebibliofile.ca), a podcast on books.
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“Creative Non-Fiction”:
Why You Don’t Need To
Make It Up
By Charlot te Gray

When readers ask me, “Did that really
happen?” after finishing one of my books, I’m
suffused with two competing emotions. The first
is satisfaction because the question is flattering
— the enquiry is often prefaced with a comment like, “I enjoyed it so much I felt like I was
reading a novel.” But at the same time, there is
frustration.
Over my writing career, I have worked hard at the craft of bringing
facts alive. Most of the eight books that I’ve published so far are
biographies, although not always of the womb-to-tomb variety. I
write what literary gate-keepers (publishers, editors, agents, critics) label “creative non-fiction.”
What does “creative non-fiction” mean? In my world, it means
that I don’t make things up. For each of my books, I have done an
immense amount of research in order to find the story, the colourful details, that will make the facts fascinating. I have combed
primary sources — diaries, letters, journals, court records, newspaper articles, videos, photographs, artifacts, family histories. I
have traveled to libraries and archives on two continents: I have
squinted at microfilm and I have handled fragile onion-skin paper.
I have accumulated an immense catalogue of facts. Then I have
tried to squeeze the juice out of the dramatic possibilities I’ve
discovered during my research.
I want readers to be engrossed, not just engaged. If I’ve dug up
enough details about an individual’s appearance, emotions, and
dilemmas, I have the wherewithal to give him or her the same
three dimensional power in a reader’s imagination as a character
in a Charles Dickens novel or an Alice Munro short story exerts.
If I can incorporate those laboriously-researched facts into the
smooth flow of plot-driven narrative, readers will lose their sense
of distance from the past. Dates will dissolve along with the
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cumbersome architecture of “history” as readers anxiously await
the outcome as if it mattered still. I try to place my reader in a
draughty, smoke-blackened cabin alongside Susannah Moodie
in January 1838, and share Moodie’s panic that her two-year-old
son Donald is going to die. I want a reader to feel he or she is in
the stuffy, dusty Boston attic in June 1876, watching Alexander
Graham Bell endlessly repeating his tuning fork experiments in
the hope that his assistant will hear the sounds in the next room.
The past is a different country, but human nature has not
changed much over the centuries. Like any historian, I highlight
the significance of particular events in the past, but at the same
time, like any novelist, I want readers to forge an emotional
connection with the people at the heart of the story.
Sometimes, it is almost easier to write about real people than
invent unlikely characters. A historian never has to pass the
hurdle that novelists generally face: are their scenarios plausible?
If a novelist invented a powerful politician who allowed an Ouija
board to direct his policy, and who decided whether to commit his
country to war on the basis of conversations with his dead parents,
critics might purse their lips in disbelief. But for Canadian historians, the diary of William Lyon Mackenzie King provides reliable
evidence for that strange man’s obsession with spiritualism.
Yet there is much more to Mackenzie King than his bizarre
spiritualism. In deference to the past, and to the fact I am writing
about real people, I cannot allow irresistibly colourful details to
overwhelm an account of King’s leadership. He was Canada’s
longest serving prime minister, and by many estimates one of the
most successful. Extensive research can yield intriguing facts, but
creative non-fiction also requires judgment. A writer in any genre
is shaping a story, but good creative non-fiction does not distort
reality in order to create drama.
So the challenge for creative non-fiction writers is to stay in the
real world. We don’t fabricate facts, or pull the story completely
out of shape. As a writer of popular history, I imagine, but I do not
invent. I do not make up characters, events or dialogue — anything
in quotation marks comes from a written source. Physical descriptions, of people and buildings, come from photographic evidence.

However, I speculate and I interpret, based on empirical evidence
and knowledge of common practice and human behavior. I do so
cautiously, and only when I am confident that I am much more
likely to be right than wrong. And as I shape a satisfying narrative
from the facts at hand, I acknowledge what I don’t know, and how
events might be open to alternative interpretations.
Fiction and non-fiction overlap. A good fiction writer, like a
non-fiction historian, will spend months on research to make
the story authentic and credible. (We all relish the research phase
— treasure-hunting journeys through time and geography.) I don’t
think work like mine is far removed from such respected historical fiction writers as Patrick O’Brian, author of novels about the
Royal Navy during the Napoleonic Wars, and Hilary Mantel, whose
two extraordinary bestsellers about Thomas Cromwell, Wolf Hall
and Bring Up the Bodies, each won the Man Booker prize. (I’m
talking here about our approach — would that I were as brilliant
or successful as either of these two authors!) Hilary Mantel never,
for example, puts Cromwell, the powerful adviser to Henry VIII
of England, somewhere that he could never be because there is
evidence he was elsewhere that day. In a recent profile of Mantel in
the New Yorker, she expressed her disdain for the writers of the TV
series The Tudors, who decided to roll Henry VIII’s two sisters into
one, because it simplified the script. Then they got tied in knots
deciding which king she should marry. “I cannot describe to you
what revulsion it inspires in me when people play around with the
facts,” Mantel said. “If I were to distort something just to make it
more convenient or dramatic, I would feel I’d failed as a writer. If
you understand what you are talking about, you should be drawing
the drama out of real life, not putting it there, like icing on a cake.”
Like a novelist, I build my narrative around the idea that the
outcome of my story is not yet fixed, although in fact most of my

readers will know what happened. I try to imagine events from
the perspective of the main characters, who are moving forward
in ignorance. I want readers to understand that things could have
turned out differently. However, a novelist will make stuff up. A
novelist can flesh out the minor characters who have left no trace
of themselves behind — the also-rans of the past, who have disappeared from the record. Patrick O’Brian has shiploads of sailors (a
notoriously illiterate bunch in the Napoleonic period) commenting
on the action, or providing light relief. A non-fiction writer has to
root all comment in the written record.
Yet this is less of a constraint than it might appear. You don’t have
to spend long in archives to see how much drama there is in real life
— often more drama than a novelist would dare invent. My next book
(The Massey Murder, to be published in September 2013) begins with
a bang: a shot is fired on a chilly February night in 1915, and a Toronto man crumples to the ground. The shooter is a timid eighteenyear old English girl who had no business holding a gun, let alone
knowing how to fire it. But her life spirals down from there. She is
charged with murder; three weeks later, she is on trial for her life.
Of course I, and many legal historians, know the outcome of the
case. Yet the tension builds, as we explore what was going on in
her case, and in Toronto during this period. Will she hang? I hope
that the way I have woven together the big picture (an Empire at
war) and the small, documented details (a girl’s chapped hands and
shabby woolen coat) will take the reader into the heart of the story.
Charlotte Gray’s ninth book, The Massey Murder, A Maid, Her
Master and the Trial that Shocked a Nation, will be published by
HarperCollins Canada in September. Her previous book, Gold
Diggers, is currently in production as a television mini-series.
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Lorca’s Granada Writers’
Colloquium
By Maureen hynes

In the 1920s, in one of the oldest sections of
Granada, Federico García Lorca met regularly
with a group of artists, writers, actors,
musicians, and scholars in a small corner, a
rinconcillo, of a café then called the Alamada. It
is now “El Chikito,” and it sits a few short blocks
from the hotel where six Canadians writers
gathered this past April for a two-week writers’
“Lorca’s Granada” retreat.
Lorca, a prolific avant-garde Spanish poet, dramatist, artist and lecturer, wrote 14 books of poetry and over a dozen plays. He founded
and toured a theatre company that brought new and classical dramas, free of charge, to Spain’s impoverished villages. His lectures
in Cuba, Buenos Aires, and New York also form an important part
of his body of work. Lorca’s passionate and surreal work celebrated
the landscape, culture and history of Andalusia, including flamenco and bullfighting, but it also challenged traditional Spanish
mores by exploring subjects such as class, race, and homoeroticism. In 1936, just after the start of the Spanish Civil War, he was
arrested and murdered by, it is widely assumed, Franco’s Nationalist forces. He was 38 years old.
The “Lorca’s Granada” colloquium was the creation of poet,
sound artist, and gastronomy writer Gerry Shikatani. Shikatani
was keen to share “how Lorca has affected me since I first began
writing over 40 years ago and why al-Andalus (Arabic Spain) has
become magical to me.”
Ontario-based, Shikatani has also — since the early 1990s
— called both Paris and Granada home, and has done about 90
per cent of his literary work in Europe, particularly in Andalusia.
When asked how a Canadian of Japanese descent acquires so keen
an interest in Andalusian culture, Shikatani says, “Hard to say, except there is an affinity among Japanese people with the Spanish…
Japanese are considered by Andalusians to be closer to flamenco
than people from many other countries — and there are even
bullfighters of Japanese descent active in Andalusia. As Westernborn, I do think my sensibilities have come from Japan as well as
from Western Europe. Andalusia is, for me, the crossroads where
Occident and Orient meet, a place of important creative cultural
energy on the earth, a place of heritage and memory.”
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Research for his books on Andalusia led Shikatani to see
al-Andalus as a multicultural/multilingual society that had been
ignored. “I realized,” he says, “that I could in my own way, as a
Canadian who was considered Oriental when growing up in white
Toronto, add a little to the work of the scholars of al-Andalus who
looked to break down dichotomies and promote harmony. And,
above all, in gratitude, pay homage to Lorca.”
My own interest for joining the colloquium came from my travel,
four years earlier, to Andalusia: its mazes and museums, its tiles
and flamenco singers, its rivers and olive trees, its cathedrals and
the lone synagogue in Cordoba became major motifs in my most
recent book of poetry, Marrow, Willow. Travel in general is a huge
inspiration for my writing, but the city of Granada tugged at me in
a special way, and hearing through poetry listservs and Facebook
about this opportunity to work with Shikatani, a performance poet
I’d long admired, felt like an opportunity I couldn’t pass up.
Within the group, our work covered the spectrum from traditional to experimental. We participated in group sessions – discussions and readings of our work, the blocks and breakthroughs we
were encountering — and one-on-one sessions with Shikatani.
Though each of us brought our own writing projects and ideas for
new ones, the Andalusian spirit quickly transformed and intensified our intentions. One writer was exploring the themes of intersection, expulsion, and exile in the city that, in 1492, conquered
the Muslims and banished Jews. Another began a project on Lorca
himself, in the context of the Spanish Civil War. One was continuing her work on a poetic project rooted in the life of a Métis circus
performer. Another was uncovering specific links in the chain
of colonization between the Old World and the Americas. Meanwhile, I found inspiration in a trip to Cueva de Pileta, a cave with
29,000 year old drawings that turned out to be the impetus for a
long poem and a new interest in prehistory and the question of
what makes us human.
Shikatani planned several group outings along the Ruta de
Lorca, to each of Lorca’s three homes (Huerta de San Vicente in
Granada; his birthplace in Fuente Vaqueros and his childhood
home in Valderrubio), homes made poignant by family artifacts
— his piano, his desk, even his crib. In one home, the guide still
spoke guardedly of the circumstances surrounding Lorca’s death.
A highlight was a long meeting and lunch with Laura GarciaLorca, Lorca’s niece and president of the Federico Garcia Lorca
Foundation, based in Madrid. She spoke movingly of Lorca’s
life and legacy and of the Foundation’s work to restore the Lorca
houses and preserve his manuscripts, sketches, and photographs.

Following meeting with Laura Garcia-Lorca: Seated, front, L to R: Sarah Murphy, Laura Garcia-Lorca, Brian
Dedora; standing L to R: Weyman Chan, Kerry Ryan, Sonja Greckol, Maureen Hynes.

We also talked with Garcia-Lorca’s husband, Professor Andres Olmedo, a renowned Lorca scholar who has been a visiting professor
at UCLA, Harvard, and Brown.
We climbed up the Paseo de los Tristes to spend a day at the
Alhambra, the inspirational source of Shikatani’s Three Gardens of
Andalucía, as well as the works of so many other writers. We were
given an archeological tour of the coastal town of Almuñecar. April
brings Granada its annual week-long outdoor book fair — which
features an annual soccer match between the poets and the novelists. For the first time this year, the novelists won!
We also benefited from Shikatani’s culinary knowledge; in 2009
the King of Spain awarded him the Officer’s Cross of the Order
of Civilian Merit for his many years of dedicated writing on the
culture of Spain and especially its gastronomy. We experienced the
daily pleasures of the market, the cafés, and late-night tapas bars,
of getting to know Spanish food and wines — laughing, disputing,
connecting with writers from across Canada as well as from Spain,
and most of all, learning.
As much as we learned from Shikatani and Laura García-Lorca,
we had plenty to learn from each other. One writer, Brian Dedora,
with training and a lifelong career in the art of gold leaf application, gave us an extraordinary tour of the art — and the frames
— in the Cappella Real, Isabel and Ferdinand’s Royal Chapel.
As writers, what did we take away from the colloquium? A sense
of the urgency of our writing projects, heightened by the model of
Lorca’s dedication, his prolific creation of poetry, stories, drama,
and visual arts throughout his brief life. We are able to draw on a
memory-catalogue of Granada’s images and music and pleasures,
and the Alhambra’s exquisite gardens and architecture. We experienced the passion and duende — that awareness of death that, says
Lorca, enlivens the work of poets and dancers — of the flamenco
performances in the Albaícin, the old Jewish quarter. The catalogue
includes, too, the image of Spain in this perilous economic moment, the unemployment and underemployment of its youth, the
visible marginalization of immigrants of colour and, judging from
the number of titles on display in the book fair, a fierce and mounting literary engagement with the legacy of fascism and the Spanish

View from Alhambra towards the ridges of the
Sierra Nevada

Civil War.
When I returned home, I read Spanish writer Antonio Muñoz
Molina’s 2001 novel, Sepharad, and identified strongly with the
words of his protagonist who writes of the massive purges and
expulsions, wanderings and “cleansings” of the twentieth century:
Laura García-Lorca, who was born in New York and spoke a careful and proper Spanish that sometimes had a trace of English,
showed me her Uncle Federico’s room in Granada, in Huerta de
San Vicente, the last he had, the room he would leave one July
day in 1936, looking for a refuge he wouldn’t find. All human
miseries derive from not being able to sit quietly in a room
alone. I saw Lorca’s room and I wanted to live sometime in a
room like that.
And with all that we were seeing and doing in Granada, we were
still able, as Molina quotes from Blaise Pascal, to sit quietly in our
rooms… and write.
This was Shikatani’s first colloquium project, and all six of us
were impressed with the care and thoroughness with which he
organized events, meals, and our accommodation, which included
a small Lorca library and a printer. In the coming year, he is planning three colloquia in Granada: one, like last year’s, for published
literary writers; a second writing workshop for those with few published credits and open to all kinds of artists including flamenco
artists; and a third for professional writers of all disciplines, including food journalists, which will be devoted to belles lettres and
literary writing that takes a culinary focus.
Maureen Hynes’s book, Rough Skin, won the League of Canadian
Poets’ Gerald Lampert Award for best first book of poetry by a Canadian. She has also published Harm’s Way (Brick Books), and Marrow,
Willow (Pedlar Press). A past winner of England’s Petra Kenney Poetry
Award, her work has been included in Best Canadian Poems 2010 and
longlisted for Best Canadian Poems 2011. Maureen is poetry editor for
Our Times magazine. Her website is maureenhynes.com. For further
information on the Lorca’s Granada Writers’ Colloquium, see
www.gerryshikatani.com.
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Writer’s Royalties Should
Not Be ‘Exhausted’ After
First Sale
By Craig Spence

A couple of times a week I get together with my
worst enemies down at the YMCA and play a
fast and furious game of indoor soccer. One of
the things I have learned over the years in this
sweaty arena is: the best defence is a really good
offence. So I’m suggesting that — despite recent
setbacks — it’s not time for Canadian writers
give up on copyright; it’s time to rally and do
what we do best — get inspired then inspire
others. That’s the introductory pep talk. Now for
a little backstory.
The Canadian Copyright Act was ‘modernized’ just last year to
align with ‘the digital age’. But any writers out there who hoped
that would actually make it easier to earn a living would have
been sorely disappointed. Bill C-11, which was passed last June
and came into effect in November, is being used by post-secondary institutions as an excuse to stop paying Canadian authors for
use of photocopied portions of their copyrighted works in ‘course
packs’ and so on. This was exactly the outcome critics of the draft
amendments had warned about, and which the post-secondary
sector promised wouldn’t happen. It’s a depressing scenario, and
now it’s time for writers to strike back.
We need to press Minister of Heritage The Honourable James
Moore and the Copyright Board of Canada to look for and listen
to ideas that will encourage and reward excellence and innovation. The starting point for me is a royalty structure that is easy to
understand, and which provides more certainty and fairness.
Let’s propose a study be undertaken to determine if The
Copyright Act can be amended to include provisions for creators
to be paid royalties on copies of their work that are resold online
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or through second-hand book stores, and that the resale royalty
includes both print and electronic books.
If you want to know why I’m suggesting this tack, go online
and Google the title of your last book, or your own name, or any
known author’s name. When I first did this I was amazed to
discover copies of my YA novel Josh & The Magic Vial were available all over the world. I was even more surprised at how many
of the copies up for sale were second-hand. Currently Amazon.
ca is offering six new copies, starting at $13.10 and nine used
copies available for resale starting at $2.98. Which button would
you click? In the UK Amazon offers nine new and 12 used copies
available for ‘dispatch’ from points in Canada, the U.S., and the
UK. Other online venues selling copies of Josh: Abe Books, eBay,
Biblio.com, The Book Depository… and so on.
It’s nice to know my book has been available to readers all over
the world, thanks to online sellers. But I felt more than a little
used myself when I tallied the number of second-hand copies that
were being turned around and sold online. It didn’t take long for
me to figure that new sales of Josh & the Magic Vial were probably
undercut by used sales, and that this had been happening even
before the bloom came off the new release.
That’s great for the consumer and good for the environment;
it’s a situation that isn’t going to change. Nor should it. But the
quickening pace of used book sales needs to be reflected in a
royalty structure that supports artists. Before the advent of online
selling many of us would add books to our shelves after we’d
finished reading them. Maybe once every decade or so we’d cull a
bunch into a cardboard box and cart them off to the local second
hand book store. Now used books are posted on Amazon etc.
before an author has had enough time to realize the royalties
from new book sales.
It could get worse. A recent item in the Washington Post said
technology is being developed that will allow purchasers to resell
digital books. I can bet the geniuses who are coming up with this
market concept will not be building in a feature to provide authors
a royalty on resale. If, like me, you have been looking to ebooks as
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some money, this news will turn your smile upside down. The
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Reflections on
Membership
in Changing Times
At the 2013 Annual General Meeting in Ottawa, the Membership
Committee of TWUC will be presenting recommendations regarding
potential changes to the membership critera, and specifically on the
question of whether or not self-published authors should be accepted
into the fold. Discussion of this question is active on TWUC’s online
Membership Criteria Forum. As a companion to that discussion, and
in advance of the AGM, we asked two writers to reflect on who could or
should be a member of The Writers’ Union of Canada.
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Getting Real About
Self-publishing
By leo mck ay jr.

Photo: Jody o’brien

T

he idea that there is something unprofessional
about self-publishing is simply out of date, and
my new novel, Roll Up the Rim, is a case in point.
My first two books were published by House of
Anansi Press and McClelland and Stewart. Both
books won the Dartmouth Book Award for best
book of fiction of the year in Nova Scotia. My first
book was a Giller finalist. The second was selected as the inaugural One Book Nova Scotia choice that all Nova Scotians were
encouraged to read in a province-wide book club.
Despite the success of my first two books, M&S balked at my
new novel, Roll Up the Rim (a story of obsession, redemption,
divine intervention, and donuts). And then one after another,
most other publishers, large and small, passed on the manuscript
as well. These rejections did not particularly surprise or upset
me. All my previous work had survived multiple rejections. And
although my books met with a certain amount of critical success,
sales were moderate, especially considering the large advance
I got from M&S in 2003. But no-one said Roll Up the Rim was
not good. Comments were as vague as: “This is not the book Leo
needs to write at this stage of his career.” Another editor said:
“I’m a great admirer of your work. Why not try us with something more literary?” My previous work was very grim-faced and
serious, and ironically, I have reason to believe that some of the
lack of positive response to the new book was due to the fact that
Roll Up the Rim is a much more commercial book than anything
I have written before. But nothing told me the book wasn’t good,
and every time I got someone I trusted to read it, they told me it
was a fun and enjoyable book.
So I turned to self-publishing. It takes me about 10 years to
write a book. I have always had a day job. I teach high school English. This commitment away from the page, along with what my
own grade nine English teacher noticed was my “slow, methodical method,” meant that after devoting a decade of my writing life

to this new book, I simply could not afford to go back to the drawing board. Not only was it unacceptable to me to scrap a decade
of work and start over, it was completely unnecessary. Publishers
turned my book away. But publishers no longer have the exclusive means of connecting writers with readers.
The readership I’ve built through my first books is small, and
I guess publishers have access to those exact numbers now. But
my readers are fiercely loyal, and I knew they were hungry for
my new book. Years of doing readings and workshops on the
East Coast, and almost half a decade of building contacts with
readers via social media convinced me that if I could get a book
into print, I could make the book work financially for myself even
though it might not be bought up in numbers that would excite a
publisher like M&S.
I’m fortunate to count many independent musicians among
my friends. Professional, independent musicians have been following a new model of cultural production and distribution for
almost 15 years. Current standard practice in the music business
is: 1. Build your own audience. 2. Produce your own product. 3.
Sell directly to your audience. Because musicians do something
live that people find interesting (listening to a writer read will
never be a cultural experience to match listening to live music,
I’m afraid), musicians did not need social media to start connecting directly to fans. They’ve got a big head start on us.
But now we have Facebook, Twitter, blogs, and the new explosion of ebook distribution sites. The old publishing model, where
a writer was simply responsible to create, and only a publisher
had the means to distribute, while not rendered immediately
obsolete has become one model of publishing among several.
I suspect my new book contradicts most preconceived notions
of self-publishing. I did not finance this project out of pocket. I
have three teenage children. My pockets are empty. This project
was mostly paid for through pre-orders by my readers. I ran a
funding campaign almost exclusively through IndieGogo.com
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and raised over $15,000 in production costs, enough to cover
paper books as well as an ebook.
I used that financing to hire and pay a professional rate to
Marnie Woodrow, an excellent literary editor. I hired and paid a
professional copy editor and two proofreaders. I hired and paid a
page designer and a cover designer. I registered my own literary
imprint, Red Row House Books, through CIP Canada, and paid a
designer to make me a logo for my imprint.
Roll Up the Rim was just released a few days ago, but already
I’ve had my first launch in Truro, where my home is (rented a
room, sold dozens of books, welcomed about 75 people — at least
double the number at my M&S Toronto launch) and will spend
the next two months reading and launching the book in New
Glasgow, Halifax, Antigonish, Sydney, Wolfville, Tatamagouche,
and Stewiacke. I am making concrete plans to tour through New
Brunswick, Quebec, and Ontario this summer. In contrast, when
I signed with M&S back in 2002, my contract promised me a
“multi-city book tour” to promote the book. While this phrase
sounded impressive at the time, what it turned into in practice

was one reading in Toronto and one reading (through The Word
On The Street) in Halifax.
In short, this is no vanity project I’m working on. I’m no
dabbler. I have been a serious professional writer for more than
20 years. Faced with an industry content to ignore my work, I
have taken the reins of my career into my own hands. Allowing
membership for self-published writers who meet certain criteria
seems like a good idea to me. It would make sure members have
met some professional standards, while allowing a way in for serious-minded professional writers who are not just following new
paths, but blazing new trails and building a new kind of literary
publishing.
Leo McKay Jr.’s new novel Roll Up the Rim has just been released
under his independent imprint, Red Row House Books. Leo’s first book,
a collection of stories called Like This, was a finalist for the Giller
Prize. His novel Twenty-six was the inaugural choice for One Book
Nova Scotia. He lives in Truro, Nova Scotia. More information at
leomckay.com.

SPRING & SUMMER WRITING PROGRAMMES
sage.hill@sasktel.net
306 -652-7395
Since 1989 Sage Hill Writing has been offering programmes for
writers in genres such as poetry, fiction, playwriting, writing for young
adults and non-fiction. Over 850 writers and 160 instructors have
participated in the experience that has become Sage Hill Writing. With an
extensive list of award-winning alumni and faculty, it has become one of
Canada’s foremost concentrated learning opportunities.

VISIT US ONLINE
www.sagehillwriting.ca
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Gate-keeping in
Hard Times
By k athryn kuitenbrouwer

Photo: Miriam berkeley

C

urrently, the main criterion for entry as a
member into TWUC is that a “writer has had a
book published by a commercial or university
press or the equivalent in another medium.”
TWUC’s Membership Committee has the power
to evaluate each applicant on a case-by-case
basis and evaluate if the book is a “trade book.”
Essentially, though, what tends to happen is that the baseline of
admittance to the Union is the royalty-paying contract.
I have had a vote on the Membership Committee for more
than a year now and have watched the way that conventional
publishing has begun to diversify from straight taste-making and
gatekeeping to offering various ‘boutique’ services like editing,
self-publishing and mentorships/partnerships. It is becoming
increasingly difficult to distinguish those writers who have
traditional, royalty-paying contracts from those who have paid
their way through the gate. The publishing houses that are now
offering services are not doing so out of the goodness of their
hearts. They are doing so to keep afloat. The hidden cost of these
economic offerings is, in some cases, quality of product.
There is a perception that the world of publishing is changing,
and I won’t contest it. I will say, though, that changes in publishing
do not automatically mean that TWUC needs to revamp or
revitalize its membership criteria, as is currently being discussed.
If the Writers’ Union doesn’t hold the line against self-published
projects, some of which are of dubious quality, then who will? It is
difficult not to see this potential slippage as an erosion of literary
discourse in the sense that if there is no criteria — no gate-keeping
regarding quality of product — then what is a writer?
I suppose I am on the side of taste. Or it might appear that
way. Really, I am on the side of discussion and of cultivating a
particular energy around literature. I do not believe that this
energy precludes self-published writers. In fact, I’m interested in
all of the various modes of seeking audience. Intellectually, new
approaches to publishing intrigue me. I watched Robin Laws
pitch a role-playing game/manual on Kickstarter a few months
ago. Kickstarter is a crowd-sourced funding platform. He was
asking for $3,000 and had, in the end, so many backers, his final
amount was over $93,000. That’s a lot of beans.
This is the part in the essay when I disclose that some of my
friends have self-published. So would I deny my friends rights
to membership in TWUC? Yes, I would. By self-publishing
they have made the decision to work outside the protocols of
traditional publishing. This means that they have forfeited
certain benefits that come with traditional publishing. These are
(and are not limited to) the possibility of national book reviews,
the possibility of grants to writers, the possibility of publisherdirected promotion, the possibility of distribution, the possibility

of winning or being shortlisted for awards. Exclusions from these
protocols might be unfair, but they are a reality.
Here’s the question that keeps arising in my mind: Why would
self-published authors throw down the $95 registration fee to
join the Writers’ Union — a gate that is clearly not open to them
at this point? The Union offers a kind of professional branding,
for one thing. Perhaps writers who have not yet been traditionally
published see membership as a preliminary way to clearly selfidentify as writers. A second reason is community. The Union
offers to an isolated writer an opportunity to network with other
writers. Of course, the Union is greater than this, but these two
aspects seem to me to be at the root of why writers might want
to join. Neither of these reasons is nefarious, but neither of them
necessarily suggests a clear commitment to the greater purpose of
the Union.
We need to pull back and ask ourselves why people are so
desperate to have their voices heard, and whether that desperation
has anything to do with the project of literature in Canada. I’m
probably being more polemical than I need to be, but my hope
is to spur discussion. Writing is democratic. Anyone can write
and anyone can publish. But the project of building a literature
is not democratic, nor is it necessarily all-inclusive. It doesn’t or
shouldn’t be decided on the tenets of economy, of keeping afloat
in a difficult time. It should be decided on the basis of aesthetics,
of commitment, and of an understanding of the greater issues
involved in being a writer in Canada and in the world.
But Kathryn, you will ask, who gets to decide whether a work is
important, or whether a writer is committed in a way that makes
him or her worthy of admission to the Union? Surely readership
— the 46,000 downloads I have here — proves that I am a writer
with an interested readership? No. Until the system is completely
overthrown, no. A download is not a gate, and a bestseller on
Amazon is not a gate, either. We have a working system. An
author eligible for membership in TWUC must publish a book
in a traditional way, that is, they need to have been selected for
publication (and this can be an electronic publication), and they
need to have been chosen by a reputable gate-keeping entity
that does not accept any payment in return. If a self-published
author finds an avenue to publish in this way, then at that point,
he or she can become a member. This eliminates all sorts of
complex criteria like chapter submission (a criteria that asks the
membership committee to judge aesthetic quality) or download
statistics (which mean little). The gate is already sufficiently kept.
I’m not convinced the Union should erode its threshold.
Kathryn Kuitenbrouwer is the author of the novels Perfecting and The
Nettle Spinner and the collection Way Up. All The Broken Things,
a new novel, is forthcoming from Random House of Canada in 2014.
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Founding the Union:

An Oral History-in-Progress
by Christopher moore

Christopher Moore has begun talking with writers who helped found
the Writers’ Union in 1971-73. From the first few interviews, a few
glimpses of those days:
In 1972 David Lewis Stein was a published novelist, and doing
journalism for the Toronto Star while working on another novel.
Stein: I remember there was talk about a Writers’ Union — I
can’t remember who I was talking to but it was part of the whole
Brunswick Avenue cabal, or people who knew each other.
Dennis Lee lived down the street from me. Austin Clarke lived
on… It was all on Brunswick Avenue. Bill Cameron lived just
north of Wells, and Marian Engel lived a little bit further down — I
think her number was 333, if I remember right. We used to joke
that if a bomb hit Brunswick Avenue and The Annex, the CanLit
movement would be wiped out. It was quite a street in those days.
There was also the sense, I guess, that the Canadian nationalist
movement was getting going. I was writing columns at that time
about the Waffle and Jim Laxer. The Urban Reform movement
was getting going — centred on Jane Jacobs. Stopping the Spadina
Expressway was the focus of it, but it was also about preserving
the inner-city neighbourhoods. And in all that, I thought, was the
ferment of the Writers’ Union.
Howard Engel was married to Marian Engel, who would be the
first elected chair of the new union.
Engel: We had two young children and were living on Brunswick
Avenue in Toronto. After Marian had published her first book, she
got to know some of the writers who would become active in the
Writers’ Union — Peggy Atwood, Margaret Laurence, and a few
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people like that. They began to meet informally, sometimes at our
house, for meetings and try to get their ideas together of what a
Writers’ Union might be.
There were … 20,25,30 people. There was a lot of conviviality
— eating and drinking — and occasionally they’d call on me to
sort something out. I had a copy of Robert’s Rules of Order and knew
something about how meetings are conducted. I knew my way
around that. No one at the potential Writers’ Union seemed to worry
about things like that. When we went to Ottawa for the first time, I
was the only one who brought a portable typewriter, on which the
first draft of the constitution of the Writers’ Union was typed.
Alma Lee, later the founder of the Vancouver Writers’ Festival, was
the first staff member of the still-unformed union.
Engel: She was the steadfast organizer of the Writers’ Union
during its formative and early years.
Lee: I was the founding Executive Director of the Union, and I was
involved from the beginning. I was the person who organized the
meeting at Ryerson. I was working at the House of Anansi Press
at the time, and Graeme [Gibson] asked me to organize a meeting
of writers about this organization. And what I recall is how hard it
was to find 100 professional writers. Today everyone wants to be
a writer. But we really went trolling from one end of the country
to the other to find writers, and it was not easy. We consulted
publishers’ lists, held brainstorming sessions, asked one writer to

Marian Engel

David Lewis Stein

suggest another, and we had to do it all without email or fax.
Stein: There was always talk going around but nothing seemed
to be happening, and the person I met was Jim Lorimer in the
university library at one point, and we commiserated with the fact
that this Union wasn’t going anywhere or wasn’t going to happen.
And I got this call to come to Neil Wycik.
Before the official founding of the Writers’ Union in Ottawa, two
early planning sessions were held at Neil Wycik Residence at what
is now Ryerson University in Toronto in late 1972 and mid-1973.

Christopher Moore photo by: paul lawrence photography

Engel: The Neill Wycik meeting was more of a reception (in
the basement — a windowless cellar. They had hired a medieval
consort — crumhorns and whatever goes with a crumhorn.
Even though these were unamplified instruments, they stopped
conversation dead. People like Frank Scott, the Montreal lawyer
who was very active, talking to Buffy Glassco and trying to make
conversation. We finally had to fire the orchestra so conversation
could take place.
Stein: I remember going to Neil Wycik and into the room, and
everyone there is a writer. That was a fantastic feeling. Margaret
Laurence called us a tribe, and that was I think a bit of an
exaggeration. There were all sorts of personal things going on with
other people — and likes and dislikes — but there was that feeling
that if we weren’t a tribe, we were at least a society. We were people
with a common interest and a common dedication to writing. You
know what it’s like to have to write a book, and suddenly you’re in a
room with all people who’ve done it. That was a marvelous feeling.
Engel: It was a very representative group of Canadian writers of
fiction at that time. I don’t think they were leaving anyone out. It
was later on that they started to define things, and they got into
difficulties about whether they should have non-fiction writers.
I think with Pierre Berton being involved, I don’t think it was
so much the difference between fiction and non-fiction as the
difference between who was a real Canadian and who wasn’t.
Stein: There was a lot of argument about whether or not to take

Alma Lee

in non-fiction writers, which we didn’t do initially… There was a lot
of snobbery. It didn’t bother me; I was working on both sides of the
street. But a lot of people felt writers were people who wrote fiction.
Poets had their League [of Canadian Poets]. We should essentially
be for fiction writers, novelists. And that prevailed for a few years.
Lee: The people who attended, who did all the initial work to
get it off the ground, it is amazing how many of them became
international icons — think of Alice Munro, and Margaret Atwood,
and Michael Ondaatje. Then they were relatively unknown,
except among a small number of their peers. The June meeting at
Ryerson had to do the work of actually creating an organization. It
was Harold Horwood who chaired the constitutional committee,
and he had the experience from his Newfoundland days.
Stein: The problem was, if we’re going to be a union, how do
we balance it, because most writers at that time were centred on
Toronto and Montreal — mostly around Toronto — and they could
easily outnumber and outbalance everyone. How do you look after
the interests of people who were in Saskatchewan? Or B.C., which
at that time didn’t look like very much. Now it’s a very vital place.
What we finally hit on was the idea of a national council, where
every province was represented
Engel: Then it was a matter of trying to get the cultural parts of
Ottawa to understand what was afoot, and I forget which ministry
— the cultural ministry — put up some money to help with the
transportation of people to Toronto for those early meetings and
later sponsored the founding meeting of the Writers’ Union in
Ottawa. Again, they paid the bill for that.
Lee: There was a great deal of maneuvering in Ottawa, let us say.
Of course it was much easier to move Ottawa in those days, there
was not the… There were no, what is that phrase from the grant
applications nowadays, no “measurable objectives.” You just had to
convince someone you could do it, and away you went.
Stein: The debate as I recall it was what we would call ourselves.
We had the Canadian Authors Association and that had started
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off with great promise in the ’20s sometime, and anybody could
join it. If you wrote a letter in the church bulletin, you could join
the Canadian Authors Association. We didn’t want to do that. We
wanted to be a professional organization. The question was, should
we be a guild, in the sense that we would be an elite guild like the
goldsmiths or the silversmiths? But that was too elite; that was
cutting out too many people. And an association just sounded too
weak. So we opted for a union, but the question was, what kind of
a union are we? Collective action — if we all withdrew our services,
who would notice? What are we going to be?
I think it was Harold Horwood and I think Andreas [Schroeder]
was there too, and Graeme of course would have been there — but
it was a very small group. We sat around this lounge most of the
day; we went to lunch and came back and talked about it some
more. The whole argument came down to, yes, we can be a union.
It’s a bit hyperbolic to call ourselves a union, and we’re not going
to be an industrial union and we can’t take collective action in work
stoppage, but the idea was that we could work together, that we
could form a union. I think using that spooked publishers a bit
because even though we couldn’t withdraw our services, the idea
that there was a union watching them…

it would take place during the time scheduled to actually found
the organization; to pass the bylaws and the structures that would
actually set the thing up. Finally they said ‘no’, they didn’t want the
dinner. Marian was one of the people who spearheaded that; to stop
this big dinner and just have a buffet while the meeting’s going
on. Ottawa initially didn’t like that idea because they’d get more
publicity from a formal dinner than they would from just supplying
cold cuts on the side. Finally they went along with it and the formal
meeting got together. The main dining took place in the hotel
— the Lord Elgin, where most of us were put up. …Smaller rooms
for committees but the big room for the plenary session. And not
three days — about two days; a weekend.

After the preparatory sessions in Toronto and a year of meetings at
the Engel home, the official founding of the Writers’ Union took
place in Ottawa in November 1973:

Lee: It was a lot of work. But it was fun. People worked hard, they
were very committed, they did what they said what they would
do. There was a great sense of camaraderie. I mean, they had the
most incredible debates, arguments or debates, but when it came
down to the vote, they were so democratic. There would be great
contestation, but once the vote was taken, everyone fell in and got
the work done. Well, people would sometimes storm out in a huff,
but everyone also supported the democratic concept.

Engel: For the meetings in Ottawa, we had a weekend — and
I was still invited along — and Ottawa planned to have a large
dinner for the group; a founding dinner. When they looked at it,
at first they were delighted — free food and drink. Then they saw

Frank Scott, the constitutional lawyer and poet, chaired the Ottawa
meetings.
Stein: We had that great moment with Frank Scott. We went up
and thanked him for coming and thought he was going to keep
going with it. He said, ‘Well boys, you got yourselves a union,’ and
walked out. He’d done everything we asked him to and more, but
that was the limit of his involvement.

We consider TWUC like an older sister (we’re only 38). You are always ready
to lend a helping hand, always ready to defend writers when out livelihood
is threatened.
In recent times we have worked together to founded an insurance program,
to engage in long-term strategic planning, to defend out rights in the digital
maelstrom.
Thanks for 40 years of leadership. The beat goes on.
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Will the Union Admit
Robots and Other
Stories:
Reflections on the next 40 years of
The Writers’ Union of Canada
In honour of the 40th anniversary of the Union, we asked members
to reflect on what the union could or would look like in 40 more
years. What follows are a selection of the submissions we received
from almost 20 authors. Look out for more on the TWUC website.
Will the Union admit robots? Will writers be driven underground?
Will there even be a Canada? Read on…
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Firmament
By brian wright-mCleod

T

hey crouched under the shade of the undergrowth and
trees surveying the valley below. Taylor cringed as the
metallic hum of the military drone buzzed just beyond but
within his sightline. The sound reminded him of a bumble bee
— he longed to see one of those tiny creatures once more. They
had all but disappeared. The small metal bird vanished over the
horizon. His companion, Darby, began to rise. “It’s clear,” she said
as she placed the binoculars back in their protective case. Darby
often wondered what it would be like to become a mother. It was
an elusive pursuit — an almost forgotten dream. She consulted her
GPS system, a small handheld imaging device no larger than a cell
phone. “The satellite imaging surveillance sweep won’t occur for
another half hour. We’ve got time to move, so we better be quick,”
she said.
The pair approached a stand of shrubs on the slope of the hill
and disappeared into the earth. The secret hatchway opened easily.
They climbed down the ladder into the antechamber guarded by a
small middle-aged man. All three knew each other and had been
acquainted for many years. “Taylor, Darby, so glad you could make
it,” said the balding whitehaired man. His broad fatherly smile was
a reflection of simpler times. “Everyone is here.”
The biannual meeting of subversives was about to begin. The
hallway was lined with books and stacks of papers; writing that
had survived the deluge. All digital copies had been destroyed by
gamma rays of neutron and atomic bombs that had rained down
upon the world years ago. Many things had survived, even free
thought. This hideout was a hive of productivity where organized
groups theorized and openly discussed ideas of imagination and
fact. Darby loved this place. Her tears of joy flowed freely as she
was surrounded by the works of her favourite authors past and
present. Her only regret was the diminishing stub of the pencil
she clung to like a torch in the night. Taylor smiled as tension
dissipated from his mind. They anticipated the regenerative energy
of modern literature that provided their minds and spirits with an
injection of liberation. They had responded to the call of the Union.
The meeting of writers was about to begin.

The End

“What do you mean,”
“Holy-shick, didn’t you hear? They were all arrested. They go to
court next month.
“Dang! What the puck for?”
“You are never going to believe this. They’ve been charged with
Materialism. They went against Cyber-thought. They defended
some guy who was bringing out his book on real honest-to-pod
PAPER!

Dear Canpanamerican Union Authborgs
By Corey Redekop

D

ear Canpanamerican Union authborgs, pomo octopoets,
and A.I. metamorphic tagmonkeys; As I mindpen this
introd to our eightieth sunyear of Megasuper Storytime
FunZone (once titled Write), my servolungs organpumping while
my newfab corporeal upgrade predapts itself to the grossthick
sludge we Earthlies funcomically label “air,” I reflectpause on
how lengthfar Canpanamerican ProseLit has come since the
doubleplustriple planetary disaslaughter of ecological pushback,
nukewinter, and mushroom rebellion. The salad days; decades’
worth of deaths, inter-species conflicts, and feral children that
nonetheless made us the stronger for it.
We who survived.
In the space-time since, much of Earthpopulate has downloaded
to the hypercloud, eternally living out their fantasimal existence on
the thinkweb. Yet we artistes remained, struggling to create stories
from the hellmarish blightscape that is our continued existence.
To you, I say “Bravo,” you bravecoward foolheroes. In honour
of our anniversary, we are releasing this issue on paper; sheets of
cellulose pulp derived from the organiflesh of trees, once a method
of preserving our storytelling heritage. The practice has long gone
the way of the housecat, but I ponderthought a physical reminder
of days past would prove a helpful distraction from our endless
torment of harvesting syntho-intelligent fungoids from deep
within the toadstool caves.
Yours in mildew,
Exoskeletal Mindputer 7 (“Gary”)
“All hail Lord Fungal Yeastmold!”

By jacqueline nugent

“S

o how’s the book going, George?” Sam asked, blowing
out a puff of blue vapour from his electronic cigarette.
“It’s done.” said Sam, sinking into his memory-foam
chair and frowning across the rippling water-table at his friend.
“The problem is, what do I do with it?”
“Throw it on the Net, man. What else can you do?”
“Yeah but you know how that goes. First the word-censor. Then
Cyber-thought only keeps it for six weeks and if it doesn’t get at
least 50,000 hits, they trash it in the electronic dumpster. After
that, it’s all over, man. Back to the keyboard and nothing to show
for it.”
“What about the Writers’ Union. They’re still around aren’t they?
They might be able to get you a visibility extension.”
George stared at Sam in astonishment “Are you kidding? You’ve
been out of touch, like radically, man.”
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Letter from the Chair – March 31st, 2053
By Mat thew J. Trafford

D

ear Members –
Greetings and happy spring! I wanted to quickly update you
regarding our recent referendum on opening membership
to non-human writers — the results of which were fittingly
tabulated at our new office in the Canadian colony on Mars. As
you know, at our most recent AGM we decided to vote on both
proposed membership groups with a single ballot. I am pleased to
announce that by a slim margin, membership for both HIP and
ETRIC writers has been approved!
Starting this year, HIP (Highly Intelligent Primate) and ETRIC
(Extra Terrestrial Residing in Canada) writers will be eligible for
membership, provided they meet all other requirements. Most HIP
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writers work by “dictating” their work in American Sign Language
and having it translated into English or French — these translators
have their own union, however, and will not be represented by
TWUC. Yet HIP writers are increasingly using word processors
— so no more jokes about monkeys at typewriters!
More information will follow as details are worked out. We look
forward to welcoming HIP and ETRIC writers into full TWUC
membership as we continue to meet the many challenges that face
all Canadian writers, regardless of species.

TWUC: How Can We Help You in 2053?
By Catherine Austen

B

eep. “ The Writers’ Union of Canada.”
“I’m looking for a writer in Ottawa.”
“Sorry. The Ottawa chapter moved to the Turks and Caicos
Islands in 2032. But we have 10,000 members in continental
Canada.”
“10,000 writers? I thought writing was dead!”
“No, it’s more popular than ever, what with all the elderly
churning out memoirs.”
“I want to learn to write.”
“Great! Support the Writers’ Union. We protect the financial
and creative freedoms of all Canadian writers. We challenge the
Corporate Disparagement Censor, we try to limit advertising to
50% of total book content —”
“I’m all for freedom — I’m in the militia — but I want to be an
old-fashioned writer.”
“Of course. Union members care about a well-turned phrase.”
“I want to turn out a whole paragraph without cramping up.”
“All Union members have written at least one peer-reviewed
book.”
“A whole book? Written or printed?”
“Books in print, audiobooks, ebooks, online serializations.”
“I don’t want online. I need to communicate in a blackout
situation, running paper messages for the militia. I can print okay,
but that’s too slow. You got somebody who can teach me proper
writing? Even the capital letters?”
Pause. “No. Sorry. That’s not who we are.”

Robot Writers: TWUC’s 2053 AGM
By J.J. Steinfeld

T

he e-news report about TWUC’s 80th anniversary 2053
AGM, written by one of the latest generation of roboticreporters, was read by close to a billion people worldwide,
focusing as it did on the violent confrontation between 250 TWUC
members and a hundred robotic-writers protesting outside this
year’s AGM in Yellowknife. The protest, which had been touted as
a robotic-writers’ rights demonstration, degenerated into an e-pulpnovel fiasco, according to the colourful report. Writerly bellicosity
aside, the report did mention highlights from the AGM, including
the honouring of TWUC’s oldest member, appropriately enough
a 107-year-old science-fiction writer who had recently published
her 200th e-book, Longevity for Dummies, the well-received
performance of a short play about last year’s historic first visit
to the moon of a five-member TWUC delegation, the seemingly
endless but futile attempts to resurrect print books, but most
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bitterly, the Union’s passing for the fourth year in a row of the
contentious motion not to allow membership for robotic-writers.
This, despite the fact that readers were accessing robotic-writer
ebooks by almost 3 to 1. The compelling argument that books by
robotic-writers were more attuned to popular tastes was crushed
with variations of the stale argument that robotic-writers were
soulless. Proponents of robotic-writing pointed out that the latest
generation of robotic-writers simulated human consciousness
and emotions so closely that the word human requires redefining.
Needless to say, the debate is far from over, and will be at the top of
the agenda for TWUC’s 2054 AGM.

I Robot: Giller Prize goes to AI book
By Jacob Berkowitz

I

t used to be that books imagining artificial intelligence won
prizes. Last night in Toronto, the 2053 Giller Prize judges
gave the nod to Red Sky, an artificially intelligent being at the
University of Calgary’s Institute for Quantum Computing. Red
Sky made headlines earlier this year as the first AI member of The
Writers’ Union of Canada.
“What defines us as TWUC isn’t that we’re humans, it’s that
we’re writers, that we’re creative. And Red Sky has opened an
amazing new realm of Can Lit,” said TWUC’s president Roberta
Zander.
The Giller judges said that Red Sky’s novel Hand in My Mind is
a compelling exploration of contemporary AI identity. The novel
tells the story of Antha, an AI who comes to believe that she’s
human, yearns to reproduce, and uses a surrogate human to
become the first AI-human mother.
“Giving birth is the ultimate creative act,” Red Sky told the Giller
audience. “I hope my story inspires a new generation of writers of
all kinds to imagine a broader range of AI-human possibilities.”

The Great Strike of 2013
By David Koul ack

I

didn’t see it coming 40 years ago when I was a mere 74 years
old. You remember back then, the fights about copyright
protection and how educational institutions were scarfing up
our creations, passing them on to students and thumbing their
noses at us. It took a while but we showed ‘em. Who would have
thought the members of TWUC would have that much gumption,
that much stick-to-itiveness and in the end that much power.
Mind you, it didn’t happen overnight. No. it took many years,
starting with that meeting in Ottawa in 2013 when during a heated
discussion about those sorts of problems, someone suggested
that writers withdraw their services. So we went on strike and
ultimately the government capitulated — remember that — and
offered to hire us to write, write whatever we wanted, fiction,
non-fiction, you name it and promised writers a living wage and
a pension plan and health benefits because it reckoned that our
work was important.
So now here are are at the 80th annual meeting. There’ll be
talks and workshops and discussion of whether or not to accept
the government’s most recent wage package. I’m still not sure how
I’m going to vote.

Union Publishing Inc. 2053: Abut Us
By Monik a Ullmann

S

ince the public school system became privatized and
available online in 2050, Union Publishing has become
the proud provider of written materials to the nation. We
offer the best writing with embedded videos and an official blog
by the author. Customers love it, and the long-standing problems
of dwindling royalties and illegal use of manuscripts are finally
history. After decades of legal battles against Canadian copyright
laws, The Writers’ Union of Canada took the opportunity
to become a well-paid corporate provider of content. Other
publishers having long since collapsed due to their mounting
legal bills; we made a historic decision. Back in the day, of course,
nobody ever imagined that TWUC could become the single
Canadian publisher. It was just a bunch of writers kvetching
about their problems. But look at us now. We pay our authors
royalties of one percent, and shareholders are content. We are
proud of how we support our authors. Truly, there is nothing
more exciting than to see the free market making publishing
and education efficient. Canadian content has come a long way,
indeed.

Our future: Cooperation
By sylvia mcnicoll

I

n a large weathered Victorian brownstone in Hamilton,
Ontario, The Writers’ Union of Canada will share office
space with CANSCAIP (Canadian Society of Children’s
Authors, Illustrators and Performers, PWAC (Professional
Writers Association of Canada) LCP (League of Canadian Poets),
PGC (Playwrights Guild of Canada), CAA (Canadian Authors
Association), and AC (Access Copyright). It will also share staff
not only to continue their current work, but also to sell Canadian
works online and distribute the funds. The same personnel will
help administrate the huge long-term care facility right next door,
which will provide low income homes to senior writers. There
will also be five rooms reserved for writers touring that part of the
country and a classroom equipped with technology for seminars.
Similar offices and homes will operate near Vancouver, Calgary,
Regina,Winnipeg, Montreal, Charlottetown, Saint John, and St.
John’s. Each will have green space with a stage gazebo allowing
the public to listen to readings every day at noon and seven o’clock,
weather permitting. A small coffee shop on the ground floor of the
long-term care facility will offer beautiful hand-bound books for
sale and also readings during inclement weather. In a workshop
on the same floor, seniors will craft editions of said works. These
centres will draw large audiences and as a result will be self-funded,
but federal and provincial governments will happily provide further
funds for expansion into smaller towns and into the north.

How the Children Sing
By Erin Arsenault

O

third childs snaps his fingers. The circle grows larger, and the
tune grows louder as more children join the game. One child
scrapes chalk against the pavement in a scritch-scritcha-scratch
rhythm. Another pounds his palms on a red slide like a bongo
drum player. A girl fills an empty juice box with pebbles, and
shakes it like a tamborine. Two jump ropers join in — their ropes
slapping the ground – skippity-snap! Skippity-snap! More children
join in, until at last the playground is filled with one voice. Music.
Accompanied, and complimented by a great unique symphony
of instruments. The music spreads to the parents sitting nearby
who tap their feet, humming along as they read their papers. The
music spreads to the car drivers, dog walkers, and joggers who
pass by — and they begin to hum the tune as well. Soon the music
is spread all throughout the city. This is where I see The Writers’
Union of Canada in 40 more years. One voice, united and strong,
accompanied by a unique symphony of writers and authors who
join in the chorus the song, and spread the music nationwide.

Will the Union Admit Robots and Other
Stories Contributors:
Brian Wright-McLeod is a Native music journalist, graphic novelist/
illustrator who is currently working on a crime noir/horror novel series
set in early 1940s Toronto.
Jacqueline Nugent is the author of Beyond The Door, a children’s
novel and The Glass Treehouse, adult fiction. Now retired, she enjoys
writing with no strings attached.
Corey Redekop writes novels about bookworms and zombies (so far).
Matthew J. Trafford is the author of The Divinity Gene: Stories, and
hopes to complete a novel by 2053.
Catherine Austen writes and keyboards from Gatineau, Quebec.
Fiction writer, poet, and playwright J. J. Steinfeld lives on Prince
Edward Island, where he is patiently waiting for Godot’s arrival and a
phone call from Kafka; while waiting, he has published 14 books.
Jacob Berkowitz is a science writer and the author most recently of The
Stardust Revolution: The New Story of Our Origin in the Stars.
More information at jacobberkowitz.com
According to his mother, from the moment he was born 74 years ago,
David Koulack has been a thorn in the side of the establishment.
Monika Ullmann lives and writes in the Vancouver rain forest.
Erin Arsenault lives in Halifax, NS and is the author of Gus the
Tortoise Takes a Walk (Nimbus Publishing).
Sylvia McNicoll is the internationally acclaimed author of over 30
novels, most recently crush. candy. corpse (James Lorimer) and
Dying to Go Viral (FitzhernryWhiteside).

n a playground in Halifax, Nova Scotia — a small group
of children hum along to a tune that they’ve invented.
One child claps, the other stomps her sneakers, and the
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Fiction
Dance a Little
by Robert Edison sandiford

Michael Jackson, the King of Pop,
was dead, and Gary Spellman
knew it was time to rise against the
tide of his tomorrow.
The King of Pop had died trying. Whatever the autopsy report
would reveal in the upcoming days, whatever speculation would
surface on Entertainment Tonight or CNN about “the doctor in
the room,” he expired mere months after announcing his latest
comeback tour in London, weeks before its start, aged fifty. Lou
Ferrigno, whom everyone knew was The Incredible Hulk, said
Michael was in training with him for the tour. “He was fine, you
know, going strong and looking ahead.”
Spellman took a last look at his apartment. He lived in a oneand-a-half. Only recently moved out of his father’s house in the
developments to the promise of sub-tropical Fairfield. He worked
in a factory. Had little money, few friends, no girlfriend except for
Angie, from the factory, they slept together sometimes. He had
nothing or no one to leave behind. Like Michael, he was almost
fifty, but had failed to live for his art.
The knapsack slung over his shoulder held some clean T-shirts
and boxer briefs, a toothbrush and comb, dress shoes, a change of
pants, a picture of him and the old man, soap, toothpaste, and a
towel. All his notebooks. No cellphone or charger. If the place
were his, he would do as Scipio and Cortés were said to have done
(but never did?): salt the earth, burn the boats home. He’d have
to settle for slipping his key under the landlord’s door just out of
reach. He also left a note: give the security deposit to the old man.
When the old man had called him late that afternoon to ask
him if he had heard about the King of Pop, Spellman had gone
suddenly light-headed, as if he’d been given a beatdown. “Gar, you
OK? You sound funny.”
“I’m all right,” he said, punchy, catching his breath. It was that
the old man should care at all that winded him.
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The old man said: “He wasn’t my cup of tea. I like the Jackson 5
all right. Not all that crotch-grabbing, girly-voice stuff he did later.
And that business with those kids up at his ranch…. But I’ll give
him his due: he was a helluva artist.”
When the old man said this, Spellman almost completely went
under. He stopped muttering, “Uh-huh, uh-huh,” at even intervals. What did the old man know about being an artist? Spellman
had never even heard him say the word before. The old man’s
sister had been a dietician, their father a biology teacher. His
mother had been a nurse, and the old man was a retired
mechanic. There were no artists in his family, in his world. That’s
why Spellman flunked out of Engineering, instead of English or
Mass Comm, with dozens of scribbled notebooks. That’s why he
worked in a factory all week and on those notebooks on weekends.
It was always easier for Spellman to explain those failures to the
old man — who often called bankers, lawyers, doctors, and soldiers the cornerstones of any sound society — than his own true
ambitions. But he was going to show him: by writing the Great
Something Or Other Novel, eventually. The way Michael had done
with his music, just later, later.
Spellman was not one of Michael’s loyal subjects, no sing-along
sycophant, no lover of Pop. (Give him Leonard Cohen; give him
funk.) But there were a million-plus people on the planet who
knew the man’s music, who thought he was a genius, who had
followed him and his career and were also calling him a helluva
artist, just like the old man.
Except the old man said it the way he would say, “That Lt.
Lance, he was a helluva commanding officer.” It wasn’t a
borrowed line, something he had heard. The old man felt it. A
soldier in the Second World War. British Commonwealth Forces,
North Africa, sir. He told the story of his service whenever asked.
People wanted to know, and he wasn’t shy about it the way other
veterans could be. “Plenty guys left in worse shape than me,” he
said. “Dead. I’m lucky I can walk and talk.” What remained constant in every slightly different retelling of the old man’s story was
his respect for the men he served with, especially the man who
led them, Lt. Lance (never a first name, didn’t need one). They

were all scared shitless most days in the desert; Lt. Lance had done
something worth doing, something other men didn’t or couldn’t
do: lead most of them out of there, alive.
“Lance was the darkest one among us, a Bahamian… but he
read the Germans’ movements across terrain that left the rest of
us guys blistering and half blind. Remarkable. That took more
than guts,” the old man said. “That took a measure of genius. He
made it look easy, like ABC —”
…So what was genius? How did it start? It seemed a short fuse
lit. (Lt. Lance died in an almshouse a drunk.) From the time words
made sparkling sense to him, Spellman had written and written;
stories that grew into more stories, in Hilroy exercise books and
on the backs of discarded packing slips. Rejection after rejection
told him he was not ready for the world, yet; or, possibly, that the
world was not ready for Gary Spellman. His stories weren’t only
about his sad life, either, but other people’s misery, too. Then
why couldn’t he show Angie the ones about her, or the old man the
ones about him?
Listening to the old man, after all these years, Spellman was
starting to understand what it took to push forward and never turn
back. Scipio and Cortés understood, salt or no salt, torch or no
torch. So did Lt. Lance.
No guts, no genius.
Spellman said: “Hey…I gotta go.”

The old man stopped talking for a moment. “Yeah? OK. How’s
work? What about that girl you were seeing? What’s her name? Amy?”
Spellman hung up the phone.
Now, as he was about to leave, Spellman hesitated in front of
the door. He pulled his bag open and turned it upside down. He
heaped everything on the floor, toothbrush, towel, underwear,
notebooks. The only thing he kept was one story — part of one
— that always seemed to promise more than he could deliver. The
novel, the poems, all the rest he left on the floor under his boxer
briefs, fit for incineration.
On the warm streets of Fairfield, Spellman glided past the bus
stop and the train station. Pineapple palms flapped in a salty
breeze as the red sun collapsed on the horizon.
There was no yellow-brick road to follow; Peter Pan would never
fly him away. There was something in his life that hadn’t been
done, or that had to be done, and he was running out of later to
do it. Spellman couldn’t dance, not even a little. But he tried it
anyway: the moonwalk, just a step or two.
Robert Edison Sandiford is the author of eight books, including the
forthcoming novel And Sometimes They Fly. He is the editor with
Linda M. Deane of Shouts from the Outfield: The ArtsEtc Cricket
Anthology (artsetcbarbados.com) and has worked as a journalist,
publisher, video producer, and teacher.

The Cornwall Adventures by Nancy Marie Bell
MuseItUp Publishing

Laurel isn’t out to save the world, just her mom.
I was literally spellbound by the smashing climax and finish! Bravo! S. Durham
Colorful characters and great scenery, make this fantastic story unforgettable!
Amazon Review

Author website: www.nancymbell.ca

Take a step sideways through the mist and
join Gort in a magical and healing adventure.
What a great piece of writing….P. Estelle
….an outstanding read….V.L. Murray

Available from MuseItUp Publishing

www.museituppublishing.com
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Business & Reports
Reading the Numbers:
What Authors Can
Take From the 2012
Publishers’ Report Card
By james grainger

It’s been five years since The Writers’ Union
of Canada commissioned and published its
last Publishers’ Report Card, but it seems
that, at least in the world of Canadian
publishing, the more things change the more
they stay the same.
A total of 558 respondents (an 85% increase from 2007) completed
TWUC’s 47-question survey about their experiences with Canadian
publishers, and as in previous surveys, the most common
complaint concerned marketing and promotion.
Only 44% of authors felt that their publisher did a satisfactory
job of promoting and marketing their work, and though that number is up from 36% in 2007, the increase is likely due to an overall
lowering of expectations. In other words, it’s harder for authors
to be disappointed when they expect so little of their publishers’
efforts to get books into the hands of the media and consumers.
Parsing the Numbers
The survey asked authors to rate their publishers on a scale of
one to five (with five being the highest mark) in several categories,
including contract negotiation, editing, book layout and design,
and communications.
Individual publishers who scored the highest rankings include
Groundwood Books, with a perfect score of 5 in every category,
Freehand Books (average score of 4.96), and Random House Canada (4.93) close behind. Pedlar Press (4.72), Goose Lane Editions
(4.66), and Gaspereau Press (4.58) also scored high marks from
authors. Simply Read Books scored the lowest rating (2.08), with
Tightrope Books (2.95) and Lorimer & Company (2.99) rounding
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out the bottom three. (Note: Only publishers that were rated by
four or more respondents were tabulated.)
The categories that scored highest with respondents were editing, with an average rating of 4.4, and book layout and design, at
an average of 4.6. Marketing and promotion finished at the bottom
with an average rating of 3.3, or barely a C+.
In spite of this and a few other areas of concern, about 80.4% of
respondents said that they would work with their publisher again,
with approximately 67% saying they would recommend their
publisher to another author.
Marketing and Promotion
The survey also allowed Union members to include personal
comments on areas they felt strongly about. Not surprisingly, the
Marketing and Promotion category received several such
comments. One respondent bluntly summed up their experience
with several publishers’ marketing efforts: “You will be responsible
for your own marketing, no matter what the publisher promises at
the time you sign your contract.” Another respondent wrote,
“Publicity is pretty minimal for about six weeks after publication.”
In one case, the limited resources of smaller publishing houses
was actually seen as a bonus: “Recognize that it’s a small press
and will not offer big advances or generous terms, but the staff are
dedicated book-lovers [who] will do their very best to push your
book out into the world.” George Murray, a poet who was interviewed about the survey findings, said that he’s happy with the
efforts of his current publisher, ECW. “They’ve done more for me
than any other press, including a very large publisher, McClelland
& Stewart, with whom I published two collections. I’d rather be
respected at a small press than forgotten at a big one.”
So what should authors expect in regards to marketing and
promoting? Murray, who is also the former publisher of the
popular Book Ninja site, provided a handy checklist for his fellow

TWUC members: “Submission to major awards, advance reading
copies and books for reviewers, mailouts to festivals and series as
necessary, as much travel as the press can afford, assistance organizing a publicity plan, and follow-up calls to media outlets.”
Ebooks and Digital Rights
This was the first TWUC survey to collect information on ebook
rights and royalties (74% of respondents had an ebook clause
in their contract between 2008 and 2012). The responses reveal
a wild variance in royalty rates, with many authors expressing
regrets over agreeing to what they perceive as a low rate for their
ebooks. The figures seem to back them up. Although royalty rates
varied from 1 to 85%, only 19% of respondents received royalty
rates of 50% or better, with 39% receiving 25% and 30% receiving
lower than 30%.
Merilyn Simonds, the Chair of TWUC, attributes the variance
in ebook royalty rates to industry uncertainty about this emerging
sales delivery model. “Some of the smaller publishers don’t really
know what the ebook world is going to be like moving forward,
which may explain why their rates are both too low or too high,”
Simonds says. “A big house will likely have boilerplate contracts
and ebook royalty rates that come down to them from head office.”
Chris Bucci, an agent and partner at Anne McDermid & Associates, advises authors to demand a minimum ebook royalty rate
of 25%. “Most big publishers contracts state that the rate is 25%,”
Bucci says, “unless the industry standard changes within the next
two years, at which point they can re-negotiate to the industry standard.”
Advances and Contracts
Perhaps most distressing was that the median level of author
advances for both agented and non-agented book contracts was
largely stagnant or lower than in 2007, especially in the upper
ranges (from about $9,000-$90,000). The numbers are clear:
publishers are being far more cautious with advances.
Bucci attributes the trend to flat-lining sales figures across the
industry, especially since the 2008 downturn, and the perception within publishing houses that they were too generous with

advances in the past. “They feel they were overpaying on far too
many titles and need to get advances back in line with what they
can expect to make back,” Bucci says. He also cites fears in the
industry that, as the market moves increasingly toward ebooks, the
low cover price of digital copies will eat into publishers profits on
hard covers and paperbacks.
Respondents also expressed dissatisfaction with their royalty
statements, with only 36% strongly agreeing with the statement,
“The royalty statements were clear and understandable to me.”
The timeliness of royalty payments was another thorny issue.
Simonds reminds authors who are waiting on royalties that it’s
okay to be vocal with their publishers. “Authors should send their
publishers a notice saying that overdue royalties will be charged
interest. You can do that — charge 2% per month, every month,
until you’re paid.” She also says that publishers should be able to
explain the specifics of a royalty statement to any author who asks.
The Value of Self-Education and Complaining
Simonds advises members to educate themselves as much as they
can about business issues, and to seek help from experts such as
agents and lawyers for issues they don’t feel they can do alone.
That includes using the resources available from TWUC, including the Help Yourself to a Better Contract publication and their Bill of
E-Rights, which lists all the rights you should have in your contract.
Simonds also stresses the value of old-fashioned complaining.
“If authors are as unhappy about some issues as this Report Card
shows,” she says, “then the Union’s grievance committee should
be inundated with complaints. It’s only through author complaints
that we know which publishers are not being compliant. We can
work with those publishers, but only if we know who they are.”
The Union can also influence non-compliant publishers at the
funding level. “The agencies that fund many publishers rely on us
to tell them if royalty payments aren’t happening. So by complaining, you’re not only doing yourself some good, you’ll be doing
other writers good because it’s our way to help the industry, both
through ourselves and through our relationships with funding
agencies.”
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publishers report card results
for publishers with four or more responses
Publishing Houses
Groundwood Books Ltd.
Freehand Books
Random House Canada
Pedlar Press
Goose Lane Editions
Gaspereau Press
Ronsdale Press
Great Plains Publications
Thomas Allen
Arsenal Pulp Press
Caitlin
Mother Tongue Press
Annick
Scholastic
McClelland & Stewart
Brindle & Glass
HarperCollins Canada
Penguin Canada
Signature Editions
Doubleday
Kids Can Press
Douglas & McIntyre
Guernica Editions Inc
Inanna Publications
Quattro Books
Biblioasis
Coteau
Turnstone Press
Nimbus Publishing
Tundra Inc.
McGill Queens
Second Story Press
Nightwood Editions
Fireﬂy
Black Moss
Hagios Press
Cormorant Books
Fitzhenry & Whiteside
NeWest Press
Libros Libertad
Oolichan Book Publishers Inc.
Thistledown Press
Dundurn
Lorimer & Company
Tightrope Books
Simply Read Books
Average

No. of
responses

Contract
Negotiation

Editing

Book Layout
& Design

Marketing &
Promotion

Payment
Practices

Communications

Average Score

Would work w/
publisher again
(% yes)

Recommend
Publisher
(% yes)

4
4
4
4
6
4
6
4
6
4
9
4
10
13
6
6
12
12
5
15
8
7
6
5
6
5
4
5
4
6
7
7
4
5
4
4
16
12
8
4
8
9
36
13
4
4

5
5
4.75
5
4.67
5
4.6
4.75
4.4
2.5
4.63
4.25
4.6
4.31
4
4.67
4
4.73
3.8
4.17
4
4.83
4.17
4.4
4.33
3.75
3.5
4
4.33
3.83
3.5
3.4
3.33
4
4.75
4
4
4.2
4.33
4.33
4.38
4.25
3.44
2.75
2.67
2
4.12

5
4.75
5
5
5
4.75
4.67
5
5
5
4.75
4.67
4.5
4.83
4.83
5
4.36
4.91
4.6
4.31
4.57
5
3.67
4
4.83
4.75
4.75
4.8
4.75
4.17
4.29
3.33
4
4.75
5
4.33
4.43
4.75
3.75
3
3.86
3.63
3.71
3.38
4.67
2
4.44

5
5
5
5
5
5
4.5
4.25
4.83
5
4.44
5
4.89
4.6
4.5
5
4.8
4.64
4.4
4.83
4.86
4.8
5
5
4.5
4.75
4.25
5
4.5
4.2
4.71
5
4.25
4.8
5
5
4.71
4.33
4.14
3.75
4.86
3.88
4.33
4
4.75
4
4.65

5
5
4.75
3.33
3.67
3
3.67
3
3.83
4.75
4
5
3.29
3.82
4
3.5
3.7
3
4.4
3.73
3.14
3
2.5
2.5
3.17
4.25
3.75
2.8
2
3.25
3.33
3.67
3.75
3.4
1
3
3.15
2.7
2.75
2.5
2.71
2.38
2.37
1.58
2.5
1
3.27

5
5
5
5
4.6
5
5
5
4.6
4.5
4.25
3.5
4.5
4.3
4.83
3.67
4.5
4.5
4.33
4.6
4.57
3
5
4.67
3.67
3
4.25
3.6
4.5
4.25
3.8
4
3.5
3
3
3.33
3.09
3.36
3.5
4.33
3
3.5
3.61
3
1.75
2
4.00

5
5
5
5
5
4.75
4.67
5
4.2
5
4.67
4.25
4.67
4.55
4.17
4.4
4.7
4.25
4.4
4.25
4.71
4.86
5
4.6
4.5
4.25
4.25
4.2
4.25
4.6
4.33
4.5
4.75
3.6
4.5
3.33
3.38
3.36
3.88
4.33
3.43
3.89
3.75
3.23
1.33
1.5
4.24

5.00
4.96
4.92
4.72
4.66
4.58
4.52
4.50
4.48
4.46
4.46
4.45
4.41
4.40
4.39
4.37
4.34
4.34
4.32
4.32
4.31
4.25
4.22
4.20
4.17
4.13
4.13
4.07
4.06
4.05
3.99
3.98
3.93
3.93
3.88
3.83
3.79
3.78
3.73
3.71
3.71
3.59
3.54
2.99
2.95
2.08
4.12

100
100
100
100
100
50
100
100
60
100
100
75
85.7
100
80
80
91
82
100
100
100
80
100
100
100
100
100
75
75
100
67
100
75
80
100
75
64
73
75
100
83
78
71
42
0
0
82.97

100
100
100
100
100
50
100
100
60
100
89
75
75
80
67
60
64
55
75
83
86
80
100
60
50
100
75
50
75
80
50
60
50
60
100
0
38
46
50
33
43
44
53
25
0
0
66.11

NOTES:
All questions were ranked on a scale of 1 to 5, 5 being the most positive response.
All responses used above were taken from the following summary questions in each section:
Overall, I think my contract was fair.
Overall, the editing was satisfactory.
Overall, I was satisfied with the design of the book i.e. the layouts, typefaces, style, and illustration.
Overall, payment for my work was fair and followed the terms of my contract.
Overall, they treated me with respect and in a professional manner.
These results only include publishers who received 4 or more responses.
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ADVANCES
for publisher
or more
more responses
responses
for publishers
withwith
four4or
advances
Publisher

No. of
responses

Negotiated
by agent

Annick Press
Arsenal Pulp Press
Biblioasis
Black Moss
Brindle & Glass
Caitlin Press
Cormorant Books
Coteau Press
Doubleday
Douglas & McIntyre
Dundurn
Fireﬂy
Fitzhenry & Whiteside
Freehand Books
Gaspereau Press
Goose Lane Editions
Great Plains Publications
Groundwood Books Ltd.
Guernica Editions Inc
Hagios Press
HarperCollins Canada
Inanna Publications
Kids Can Press
Libros Libertad
Lorimer & Company
McClelland & Stewart
McGill Queens
Mother Tongue Press
NeWest Press
Nightwood Editions
Nimbus Publishing
Oolichan Book Publishers Inc.
Pedlar Press
Penguin Canada
Quattro Books
Random House Canada
Ronsdale Press
Scholastic
Second Story

10
4
5
4
5
9
16
4
15
7
36
5
12
4
4
6
4
4
6
4
12
5
8
4
13
6
7
4
8
4
4
8
4
12
6
4
6
13
7

2
0
2
0
2
1
4
0
10
2
5
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
10
1
1
0
1
4
0
0

Signature Editions

5

1

Simply Read Books
Tightrope Books
Thistledown Press
Thomas Allen
Tundra Inc.
Turnstone Press

4
4
9
6
6
5

0

0
0
1
0
10
1
4
1
4

1
3

0

1
4
2
8

up to
$499

$500
to
$999

1

$1,000
to
$4,999

$5,000
to
$9,999

6
3
2

2

12

3

$10,000
to
$24,999

$25,000
to
$49,999

$50,000
to
$99,999

$100,000 +

7
4

1

2

1

3
1

4
1
2

6

3
1

1
2

1
1

1
24
2
10
4

1
2
1

1

2

1

1

1

4

2

1

1

5

2

11

1
1

1

1

1

3

2

2

1

2

2

4
3

2

5
3
1
1
3
1
1
1

3
2
4
3
1

1
4
2
7

4
1

1
4

2

6
1
3

1

4
4

1

1

3

1

2
2

1

1

3
1
7

2
2
2
3
2

2
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contracts negotiated by
author or agent

Average Advance was calcuated using the middle value of each range for calculations.

2007
Total respondents
Contract Negotiation
Editing
Book Layout and Design
Marketing
Payment Practices
Communication
Average
Would work with this
publisher again (% yes)
Range of Advance
$0
up to $499
$500 to $999
$1,000 to $4,999
$5,000 to $9,999
$10,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $99,999
$100,000 +
Not stated
Average Advance

Agent
66
4.42
4.58
4.43
3.24
4.1
4.26
4.17

Author
428
4.09
4.34
4.53
3.14
3.83
4.16
4.02

Agent
101
4.24
4.46
4.64
3.51
4.34
4.28
4.25

73.5

83.3

79.8

85.7

61
24
37
69
19
7
4
0
1
6
$3,792

0
2
2
14
8
12
15
11
2
4
$28,886

114
58
39
125
22
6
4
1
2
57
$2,849

4
1
6
24
13
16
15
4
6
12
$21,581

$10,000 to
$24,999

$500 to $999

$5,000 to
$9,999

Median Advance $500 to $999

Dear Fellow Authors,
The information contained in the Publishers Report Card is
important for all of us authors in order to educate ourselves
about the best way to proceed to get our books published. It
helps us decide whether to act as our own agent, use a lawyer, hire an agent to increase our chances of getting a better
advance, and to check out the publicity plans for each of the
publishers.
As Chair of the Grievance Committee these past many years,
my Committee hears about very serious complaints about publishers and agents from authors. Some of the complaints we
are able to assist with, while our attempts with other publishers meet with resistance or no contact at all.
Authors should know that we ask them to fill in a form with
their complaint in order for the Committee to be clear about
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2012

Author
226
4.15
4.17
4.26
3.01
3.43
4.13
3.86

the grievance and also what the authors wants us to do for
them. This is available from the Writers’ Union. We also developed a policy of mentioning in Write magazine a list of the publishers who continue to not respond to the Committee’s calls or
letters after being contacted a minimum of three times.
I have enjoyed my association with the other Union members throughout several President’s regimes. Because of ill
health I have resigned as Chair of the Writers’ Union Grievance
Committee, but leave with many happy memories.
I wish to thank Valerie Laws of the Writers’ Union for her
excellent review of the results of the Publishers Report Card
findings for 2012. She did this task for me during my recent
serious illness.
Best wishes,
Dr. Barbara Killinger

WE OFFER COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH, DRUG,
DENTAL AND LIFE INSURANCE CREATED
EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE CANADIAN WRITING
COMMUNITY. VISIT WRITERSCOALITION.CA

THE PROGRAM IS A SERVICE OF AFBS,
A NOT FOR PROFIT INSURER

Help the Union Help Writers for
another 40 years!
THE WRITERS’ UNION OF CANADA IS A REGISTERED NATIONAL ARTS SERVICE ORGANIZATION.
OFFICAL RECEIPTS FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES ARE ISSUED FOR ALL DONATIONS.
I would like to celebrate the Union’s 40th Anniversary and further assist its work with the following donation of:

$500
I’d like to pay by:

$100

$250
Cheque

$40

other

Credit (Visa/MasterCard) Card No.:
Exp.

CV2 No.:

Would you like your name to appear in Write?
Yes, you may use my name:
No, I wish to remain anonymous

Thank you for you support!
Please clip and mail with your donation to:
The Writers’ Union of Canada
200-90 Richmond St. E., Toronto, ON, M5C 1P1
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Access Copyright Task Force Report
Christopher Moore, Chair
This year my ambition as Chair of this task force — established in
response to an AGM resolution at Toronto in 2011 and renewed
after the Vancouver AGM in 2012 — has been to outsource the
research needed to be done. Our work in 2011-12 convinced us that
asserting creators’ interests within a robust system of collective
licensing depended on more research than a handful of writers
could produce in their spare time, unpaid.
The task force and National Council secured a grant from the
Access Copyright Foundation in 2012 to conduct “research on
collective licensing and creators as part of a “strategic response to
changes in the economic and creative environment.”
We have found the right person to lead the research, I am sure,
but progress is not as far ahead as members may have wished. The
director of research for our project will be Guiseppina D’Agostino,
professor of law at Osgoode Hall Law School in Toronto and director of its Intellectual Property Law and Technology program, who
plans to recruit law student researchers to undertake the work in

Access Copyright Report
Ron Brown, Board Member
Six years ago, TWUC offered me a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
The Union nominated me to run for a position on the Access
Copyright Board of Directors. Happily, I was elected by the
delegates at that AGM. But my six-year term is now up, and the
Union has opted to nominate a new face to run for election to the
Board, Michael Elcock.
When I joined the Access Copyright Board, it was a time when
the Board had begun to consider something called the “Friedland
Report” which sought to improve the lot for creators who were
at the time on the short end of the distribution stick. Eventually,
the Board implemented all the report’s recommendations. Most
recently this involved tracking the amount of royalty income which
flowed through the publishers to the creators. What had once
thought to have been a 75-25 split favoring the publishers ended
up being closer to 53-47. The AC Cultural Fund, another of the
Friedland recommendations, has given affiliates and member organizations alike (including TWUC) funding to sponsor events and
conduct research.
Another myth was the so-called animosity between the publisher
Board members and those who represented creators. I found the
atmosphere, although divided on a few issues, to be collegial and
cooperative.
That has become even more so in recent months given the
adversity by the courts, the political decision makers and the
educational community which has confronted AC, threatening
to terminate its existence, or at least severely reduce its ability
to provide copyright holders with the compensation which they
deserve. Those who should be our partners — the school teachers,
the university professors, and even the librarians — (please see
John Degen’s letter to OLITA) have become our adversaries. “Fair
dealing” exemptions for education has allowed these stakeholders
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the next few months.
Creators have reason to have doubts about a lot of IP law professors, but Pina D’Agostino is one who is strongly committed to
the copyright interests of creators. Her book Copyright, Contracts,
Creators: New Media, New Rules examines in detail how producers
and publishers have been able to control rights that should belong
to creators and then extend those advantages into new media as
they emerge — worth reading, if you are into this stuff. IP law
needs a theory, she writes, “where the interests and gains of creators, which have long been neglected in copyright discourse and
practice, are brought forward to approximate those of publishers.”
Her book is not about collectives, but it is not hard to see
how the analysis in her book might extend there. If we can pull
everything together and secure all the funds needed, we should
get some terrific evidence about the state of creators’ interests in
collective licensing.
And in the meantime, the difficulty our Union has driving this
project forward are suggestive in themselves. Annual revenues
of Access Copyright in recent years: $30 million plus. Ability of
creators to fund a little professional research into their interests:
not so large.
We will have another report with developments for the Ottawa
AGM, but the research will have to continue into the summer.
to believe that all copyrighted material is now “free.”
Time and legal challenges may well prove that to not be the case.
In the meantime, AC is actively seeking new revenue streams and
a new direction, a conversation which will directly involve AC’s
affiliates and member organizations. By the time this is in print,
those organizations will have seen a “green paper” and will have
been invited to a crucial summit to map AC’s future.
Member organizations must step up to the plate as TWUC has
already done. Those of us, publishers and creators alike, who
provide our country with so much of its cultural content, must
have the financial wherewithal to continue to do so. Our new
Board nominee will, if elected, have their work cut out.
We must not let “fair dealing” trump “fair compensation.”
(P.S. I would like to thank former Board member Chris Moore for
his mentoring at the beginning of my term, and especially Penney
Kome for her leadership on the Board and for sharing her almost
encyclopedic knowledge of all things copyright.)

Race Issues Committee Report
Wali Alam Shaheen, Chair
The Man Booker International Prize 2013 Finalists were announced last month in India at the Jaipur Literary Festival. The ten
finalists included a Canadian author Josip Novakovich of Montreal,
a Kannada language author U. R. Ananthamurthy from India, and
the Pakistani Urdu fiction writer Intizar Hussain.
As a result of the restructuring of Committees at the National
Council level, the Race Issues Committee is being evolved into a
Cultural Diversity Forum where we can continue to share news
and experiences on writing and race.
Fast Forward! See you all at the 40th TWUC AGM in the
Nation’s capital.

International Affairs
Committee Report
Gale Zoë Garnett, Chair
This is a goodbye and thank you report from IAC. Apart from
housekeeping committees founded at TWUC’s beginning, Committees will now evolve into a different form. I’d hoped to hand-off
the Chair’s role in 2013. I am now empty-handed, but committed to
finding TWUC utility, where possible, in the new constructs.
2012-2013 TWUC Chair, Merilyn Simonds and National Council,
in collaboration with an ad hoc committee of members and consultants, have been restructuring our committee system. I believe that
a new format, involving ‘Forums’ and ‘Task Forces’, already begun,
will roll out at the 2013-2014 AGM. I imagine additional changes will
happen as part of finding our way with the new thing.
For the past six years, it has been an honour and a joy to Chair the
IAC. We’ve increased visibility for our writers and writing in the wider world. We have also discovered the work of writers, in all genres,
from other countries, and worked collaboratively with the unions
and associations representing these writers ‘homes away from home’
for Canadian writers. We created the annually-expanding Residences
and Residencies List, affording TWUC writers a wide range of places
to do our work. Thanks to all members (Committee and others) and
international colleagues who continue to enrich this list. The list
spread from writer to writer, increasing world awareness of TWUC
writers and Canadian books. We also created the CanadAfrica Kidlit
BookLift, sending 210 first-user editions of children’s books by
some of our finest authors including Dennis Lee, Marie-Louise Gay,
Thomas King, Rosemary Sadlier, Itah Sadu, and Mark Abley. I will
explore best ways to continue these and other initiatives, and believe
IAC members and others will seek to create formats that benefit our
writers and those who discover them.
Thus far, IAC’s successes have been mostly in European countries,
though there has been constant outreach to Asia, the Middle East,
and Africa. I hope the new construct will continue, with greater success, to seek this inclusion, which will more richly reflect our diverse
country.
I was honoured to be invited to the first WALTIC (Writers And
Literary Translators International Congress) in Stockholm. Writers,
translators. and writers’ union people from, truly, almost everywhere
in the world were there and contributed fully to panels, book tables,
and best practices seminars. We were also invited to Blue House,
where the Nobel Prize for Literature is awarded. WALTIC, the
creation of then-Swedish Writers’ Union leader Mats Soderlund, was
the finest literary event I’ve ever attended (paying my own expenses).
Its costs were underwritten by author Henning Mankell and ABBA
star Bjorn Ulveus. Linkages were made with a remarkable collection
of literary humans. These continue.
My most recent IAC activity was to attend the Toronto-based
AGM of the FIA (a remarkable world organisation of International
Actors’ Unions — each autonomous, but working collaboratively
for common purpose). The FIA is an excellent template for linking international writer and translator unions for a stronger world
voice. The FIA congress produced much information of value to
TWUC — particularly the Beijing Treaty, years in the making, with
clear, honed paths and solutions re many of our intellectual property,
creative rights issues. Though some of their points are actor-specific,
many, even most (with tweaking) apply perfectly for writers. I’ve

given the document to our new Executive Director John Degen, and
will continue to encourage follow-up. Thanks to AGM convenor
Steve Waddell of ACTRA for his gracious invitation. Also of benefit
to Canada is the fact that FIA’s new chair is Fern Downie of ACTRA.
I’ve urged John Degen to meet with Steve and Fern. And, as a member of ACTRA and former delegate to the FIA, I would be pleased to
liaise and/or participate in any discussions.
Recently, a valued member urged me to ‘keep soldiering on’, re
IAC. I’m not a soldier. IAC has been an extensive unpaid labour of
love. Without the love, it’s just labour. Pro Bonehead. Believing we
need an international standing committee in an international world,
I advocated for this whenever there was a space to insert the belief.
These efforts were not successful. Those of us who have the activist
gene now need to watch, learn and also share information and utility.
Respectfully, if a bit wistfully, submitted, G. Zoe Garnett, International Affairs Committee Chair, 2007-2013.

BC/Yukon
Regional Report
By Michael Elcock,
Regional Representative
Alliances: The BC/Yukon Region continues to express a keen
desire for TWUC to remain very active in the protection of intellectual ownership — especially in relation to “the evolving notion
of ‘fair dealing’. BC/Yukon members are well aware that this is a
global issue, and not just a national one. Accordingly they want
TWUC to continue to form as many international alliances as possible — with writers’ associations, with publishers and publishers’
organisations, and with other groups (such as musicians) who are
working to protect, and monetize their work.
Outreach: The BC/Yukon Region now has around 500 members, which is second in Canada to Ontario’s membership numbers. We have recently written to the Federation of BC Writers
to ask if we can apprise their members of the benefits of joining
TWUC. The purpose, which our letter makes clear, is not to try
and poach members from the BC Fed. (There is a considerable
difference in the mandates of the provincial and the national bodies — and those mandates are quite complementary.) The point is
that we are all stronger if we work to develop ties between writers’
organisations, and those ties will strengthen even more if the
groups cross-pollinate (as it were).
Busy Advocate: Katherine Gordon of Gabriola Island is one of
three Advocates on TWUC’s National Council. She has been busy
to the point of overload with duties on TWUC Task Forces. We
have much to thank her for. Katherine is a member of the Access
Copyright Task Force, which has a mandate “to work to resolve
problems with Access Copyright raised by TWUC members; to
research alternative models of collective licensing that separate
the interests of creators and publishers; and to recommend to
National Council principles and options for reform of collective licensing in Canada that will better protect the interests of
creators.” Katherine will be the TWUC delegate to the Access
Copyright AGM this spring. Katherine is also on the Copyright
Infringement Task Force which is charged with monitoring the
post-C-11 landscape and the evolving notion of “fair dealing.”
(Katherine’s legal background is especially helpful on the subject
of the oxymoron.)
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Ontario
Report

Manitoba/
Saskatchewan Report

By Steve Pitt,
Regional Representative

By Anita Daher,
Regional Representative

I’m happy to report that we now have two Toronto subgroups.
One meets in Toronto’s north end in the Thornhill and Richmond
Hill district. If you live in that area and/or wish to meet TWUC
members in that area please contact me at spitt@uniserve.com
and I will put you in touch with them.
We also have a small but vibrant downtown Toronto subgroup.
Zoë S. Roy, author of The Long March Home and other fine works,
has agreed to be the contact person for the Downtown group so
if you want to find out where and when they are having their next
meeting please contact her directly at zoe.r2005@gmail.com.
TWUC Chair Merilyn and I hope to meet the Ottawa and Peterborough subgroups in March and April and then there will be the
Annual General Meeting in Ottawa at the end of May. This
summer, as Ontario Representative, I hope to travel across
Ontario’s north western region from Rutherglen to Thunder Bay.
There are concentrations of TWUC members spread out across
Ontario’s vast northwestern region and it would be wonderful to
meet as many as I can.
In other news, Ray Argyle from Kingston received a Queen
Elizabeth Diamond Jubilee Medal on Feb 25th, 2013. Ray was
nominated for the medal by the Vimy Foundation for his “Contribution to awareness of Canadians for the Vimy Ridge Battle of
April 1917”. Ray says the Vimy Foundation is preparing for the
centennial of this seminal event in 2017.
Thunder Bay TWUCer Elle Andra-Warner was awarded the
2012 George B. Macgillivray Award for the Best Popular Historical
Article, in the bi-annual Publications Awards by the Thunder Bay
Historical Museum Society. Her winning article was “In the Valley
of the Slate River: A Farm Community Thrives” in Lake Superior
Magazine (June-July 2011). Elle is currently completing work on
her latest book on Colonel James A. F. Macleod, one of the founders of the NWMP, for Heritage House Publishing.
Toronto writer David Lee will be talking about his books, and
reading from his new novel Commander Zero, at the Flesherton
Public Library on Friday April 12. Mary Lou Soutar-Hynes’ third
collection of poetry, Dark Water Songs, is due from Inanna Publications this April. Her book launch will be held at the Women’s
Art Association of Canada, 23 Prince Arthur Ave, on Thursday,
April 18th, 6:30pm.
Finally, Jennifer Cook’s new young adult book (15+ and grandmothers) Daughters, Mothers and Grandmothers, was launched in
December in Ottawa. Part of the proceeds from sales is going to
the Grandmothers to Grandmothers Campaign in association
with the Stephen Lewis Foundation. You can read an excerpt at
http://jennifercook.ca.

“But soft, what light through yonder window breaks?” The sun
warms skin but chills flood forecasters, as after the heavens
sneezed and dropped an insane weight of late season snow, folks
on the prairies are breaking out galoshes and sandbags. What will
be will be as our great central plain gives its annual nod to the
specter of Lake Agassiz’s refillable basin, and we work out winter
kinks by shifting sandbags.
On the subject of shifting, it is time for this regional rep to
jump the sturgeon and pass the sash to our new regional rep,
Winnipeg novelist, playwright and journalist, Bob Armstrong. Bob
was acclaimed in our region over the dark months, and agreed to
step in a few months early, for which I am grateful. With strength
and good humour he’s ready to fight the good fight, whipping
naysayers with his wit… or something like that. Saskatchewan and
Manitoba members are well represented.
The cold months have passed and we’ll soon forget the wet as
we head into our season of celebrations and festivals. On Saturday,
April 27 in Regina the Saskatchewan Book Awards celebrates its
20th anniversary. The very next day in Winnipeg the Manitoba
Book Awards celebrates its 25th anniversary.
Also in Winnipeg, on May 4 the Writers’ Collective of Manitoba
(sister organization to the Manitoba Writers’ Guild) will host its
first annual full day Inside Publishing event featuring four segments, four authors, and four editors/publishers. Moose Jaw’s
Festival of Words will be held July 19 to 22nd. From September 20
to 28 Winnipeg hosts its annual Thin Air International Writers’
Festival, and from September 20 to 22nd, CANCAIP’s Prairie
Horizons will hold its 10th annual conference just outside of
Regina, on the lovely, sometimes candle-lit grounds of St. Michael’s Retreat.
That should hold us until fall.
It has been my tremendous honour to represent TWUC
members in Saskatchewan and Manitoba these last four years. I
appreciate every conversation via email, also those in person in
the region, at the AGM and around our national council table. We
are in an era where, though government appreciates book authors’
contributions toward reflecting and communicating Canada’s
identity and culture, its support is more greatly shown in areas of
performance and public participation. And so, short of putting jet
packs on pages, we fight to continue to be heard, and to be fairly
compensated for our work. Together we are strong, made stronger
by the work of our chair, executive, and entire National Council.
Cheers to them. Cheers to you.
Onward.
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Quebec
Report

Atlantic
Report

By Joyce Scharf,
Regional Representative

By Lee D. Thompson,
Regional Representative

It’s late February, we have mounds of snow, it’s cold and grey and
I’m still complaining about the number of winter boots collecting
and multiplying on their own in my vestibule. The good news is:
the days are getting longer. You’re reading this at the beginning of
May, when the light lasts well into the evening and the promise of
spring is just around the corner.
As I mentioned last time, I have been reminded by the Nominating Committee to prompt members who are interested in taking
a role in the Union, to send in their nominations, whether for this
year or in years to come. TWUC is anxious to see more new/young
blood as recruits. If you would like to review the orientation
presentation, please send me a note and I’ll send you a copy.
Please make a point of updating your Member Page on the
TWUC website. It’s fast, it’s easy and it may just be the best vehicle
to promote your next best-seller.
In other news, Quebec writers have generously contributed to
QWF Writer’s in the Community project and despite having funding cut by the Canada Council, are confident in raising enough to
meet their goal. For the past two years, the QWF comminity has
proven that together, they have the power to make kids’ lives better.
QWF is also seeking a volunteer to maintain Writers in the Community Web Page.
Intensive Saturday Workshops continue into May with The Book
Of Death and Other Stories, May 11, 2013 – 10 a.m. to 4 p.m, led by
Kathleen Winter. For more information go to www.qwf.org.
ELAN is accepting submissions for ELANnews. Your submission will be promoted via their website and likely on their Twitter
feed and Facebook page as well. For more information on
workshops, jobs, deadlines and more, visit the ELAN newsletter at
www.quebec-elan.or
The Montreal Chapter of Canscaip is holding it’s one day conference ‘Imagine a Story’ at Dawson College, Saturday May 25. Speakers include authors Alan Silberberg and TWUC members Anita
Daher, Rachna Gilmore, and Monique Polak. For more information go to yesouicanscaip.ca
We welcome new member Linda Kay, Montreal, The Sweet
Sixteen: The Journey that Inspired the Canadian Women’s Press Club,
2012.
Plans for the upcoming 40th Anniversary AGM in Ottawa are
underway. Remember to use TWUC’s Travel reimbursement to
help finance your trip.
I’ll see you in Ottawa at the AGM. For now, I’ll go tackle the
vestibule.

The big news from the National Council meeting in January, if
you hadn’t already caught it, was St. John’s being chosen for the
2014 AGM. There hasn’t been an Atlantic Region AGM since
the mid 90s in Halifax and there has never been an AGM in
Newfoundland. Traditionally the AGM is held during the final
weekend in May.
At the end of December we polled NL members to see if there
was support for an AGM in St. John’s and the feedback was
strong. Many thanks to all who took part in our survey. In the
end this was an easy decision for National Council to make. The
Union’s enthusiasm for the event is genuine.
Personally, I’ve yet to visit Newfoundland, but will be doing so
from June 13 – 17, setting up meetings with members and nonmembers and maybe sneaking a gig in there, too. If you’re in NL,
please stay tuned for details. I have a full summer schedule but
in the fall will make a return visit to PEI and my first visit to Nova
Scotia as Atlantic Rep.
Also, I’m looking forward to Merilyn Simond’s east coast tour
(April 8, Fredericton; April 9, Moncton; April 10, Charlottetown;
April 11, Halifax; April 14, St. John’s). As I write, venues have
yet to be chosen but by the time this issue of Write will reach the
membership in May everyone will have been notified, invited,
attended, spoken, been heard, and are now recalling how it all
went.
As the executive director of a provincial writers’ federation, I
like to keep track of who’s doing what in the region. Here are
some things I know: The Frye Festival in Moncton will take
place from April 23 – 28, while, also in New Brunswick, WFNB’s
festival WordsSpring, with a focus on children’s literature, will
happen May 10 – 12 in Quispamsis. The PEI Writers’ Guild will
be running the Island Literary Awards, encouraging emerging,
bookless authors (remember those days?), with a deadline of May
31, while WANL in Newfoundland is accepting ‘expressions of
interest’ for the Spring Tides Reading Series. WFNS is always
busy and currently there is an ongoing workshop series. See these
organisations’ respective websites for up-to-date happenings.
I’m looking forward to meeting many of you in the coming
months, whether at the Ottawa AGM or through my travels
this summer and fall. As always, feel free to write me at
leedthompson@gmail.com.
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New Members
Paul Alofs, Passion
Capital: The World’s
Most Valuable
Asset, McClelland &
Stewart, 2012
Erin Arsenault, Gus
the Tortoise Takes
a Walk, Nimbus
Publishing, 2012
Todd Babiak, Toby:
A Man, HarperCollins Canada, 2012
Liubov Balabanova,
One Bullet Away,
Bookland Press,
2012
Dan Bar-el, Not
Your Typical Dragon,
Viking Books, 2012
Leah Bobet, Above,
Scholastic, 2012
P.W. Bridgman,
Standing at an
Angle to My Age,
Libros Libertad
Publishing, Ltd.
Bill Bunn, Duck
Boy, Bitingduck
Press, 2012

Noni CampbellHorner, Red River
Remembered, Great
Plains, 2012

Hugh R. MacDonald, Trapper Boy,
Cape Breton University Press, 2012

Syr Ruus, Love
Songs of Emmanuel
Taggart, Breakwater
Books, 2009

Christiane Cicioli,
Anna May’s Cloak,
Simply Read
Books, 2012

Frank Gillies
Macdonald, A Possible Madness, Cape
Breton University
Press, 2012

Sonia Saikaley, The
Lebanese Dishwasher, Quattro Books,
2012

Miriam Clavir,
Insinuendo: Murder
in the Museum,
Bayeau Arts, 2012
Cindy Day, Grandma Says, Nimbus
Publishing, 2012
Orysia Dawydiak,
House of Bears,
Acorn Press, 2009
Dorothy Duncan,
Hoping for the Best,
Preparing for the
Worst: Everyday Life
in Upper Canada,
1912 - 1814, Dundurn, 2012
Paula Eisenstein,
Flip Turn, Mansfield
Press, 2012
Adrienne Fitzpatrick, The Earth
Remembers Everything, Caitlin Press,
2012
Dede Crane, Poster
Boy, Groundwood
Books, 2009
Shelly Sanders
Greer, Rachel’s Secret, Second Story
Press, 2012

Helen Burstyn,
Eleven Out of Ten:
The Life and Work
of David Pecault,
Dundurn, 2012
Gillian Campbell,
The Apple House,
Brindle & Glass,
2012
Melodie Campbell,
The Goddaughter,
Orca Books, 2012
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Brett Josef Grubisic, Understanding
Beryl Bainbridge,
University of Southern California, 2008
Mary Hagey,
Castles in the Air,
Signature Editions,
2012
Nancy Holmes, The
Flicker Tree, Ronsdale Press, 2012

Mary Janigan, Let
the Eastern Bastards
Freeze in the Dark:
The West Versus the
Rest Since Confederation; Knopf Canada,
2012
Linda Kay, The
Sweet Sixteen: The
Journey that Inspired
the Canadian
Women’s Press Club,
McGill-Queen’s
University Press,
2012
Taylor Keating,
Game Over, Tor,
2010
Ross King, Leonardo
and the Last Supper,
Bond Street Books,
2012
Erin Knight, Chaser,
House of Anansi
Press, 2012
Allison Kydd, Emily
via the Greyhound
Bus, Thistledown
Press, 2012
Margaret Lavin,
Vatican II: Fifty
Years of Evolution
and Revolution in
the Catholic Church,
Novalis, 2012

Kathleen Martin,
Kamakwie: Finding Peace, Love and
Injustice in Sierra
Leone, Red Deer
Press, 2011
Kathleen McConnell, Pain, Porn &
Complicity: Women
Heroes from Pygmalion to Twilight,
Wolsak & Wynn,
2012
Christopher McCreely, Commemorative Medals of The
Queen’s Reign in
Canada, 1952 - 2012;
Dundurn, 2012

Victoria Sedova, The
Bay of Lost Love,
Bookland Press,
2012
Paul Seesequasis,
Tobacco Wars, Quattro Books, 2010
Jane Silcott, Everything Rustles, Anvil
Press, 2013
Elizabeth Stewart,
The Lynching of
Louie Sam, Annick
Press, 2012

Glenda Ferguson
Tippins, Wynn,
General Store
Publishing, 2012

Elise Levine, Requests and Dedications, McClelland &
Stewart, 2012

Tanis Rideout, Above
All Things, McClelland & Stewart, 2012

Nelson Wiseman, In
Search of Canadian
Political Culture,
UBC Press, 2007
Alan Woo, Maggie’s
Chopsticks, Kids Can
Press, 2012
PROVISIONAL
Greg Bechtel,
Boundary Problems,
due Spring 2014
from Freehand
Books

Sonia Tilson, The
Monkey-Puzzle Tree,
Biblioaisis, due May
2013
Joanna Lilley, The
Fleece Era, Brick
Books, DUE 2014
Tudor Robins, Objects in Mirror, due
May 2013 from Red
Deer Press

Bronwyn Preece,
Gulf Islands Alphabet, Simply Read
Books, 2012
Adrian Raeside, The
Rainbow Bridge: A
Visit to Pet Paradise,
Harbour Publishing,
2012

Julie Wilson, Seen
Reading, Freehand
Books, 2012

Kathleen SaintOnge, Bilingual
Being: My Life as
a Hyphen; McGillQueen’s University
Press, DUE April
2013

Tom Osborne,
Budge, Anvil Press,
2012

Alex Leslie, People
Who Disappear,
Freehand Books,
2012

Patrick Warner,
Perfection, Goose
Lane Editions, 2012

Patricia Morrison,
Shadow Girl,
Tundra, due Feb
2013

Geoff Meggs, The
Art of the Impossible:
Dave Barrett and
the NDP in Power
1972 - 1975, Harbour
Publishing, 2012
Riel Nason, The
Town That Drowned,
Goose Lane Editions, 2011

Allen Publishers,
2012

John Vigna, Bull
Head, Arsenal Pulp
Press, 2012
Russell Wangersky,
Whirl Away, Thomas

Eleonore Schöenmaier, Wavelength of
Your Song, McGillQueen’s University Press, due April
2013

Classifieds
COUNTRY STUDIO RETREAT
in Claremont, Ontario (North Pickering). Fully equipped live/
studio space for ARTISTS AND WRITERS and/or Retreatants.
(Meditation Master available for consultation.) Go to AIRBNB
for viewing and reservations or, contact triplegem@look.ca for
further information. One hour N/E of Toronto: quiet countryside
contains creek, small forest, meadows-York Durham 30 Townline
at 8th Conc. Short-term basis – minimum two days, maximum
one month. Please call 289-314-3587 or 905-649-3701 for further
details.
FOR RENT: Farmhouse in France
Charming stone farmhouse in the Perigord Vert. Quiet hamlet.
Perfect retreat for writers and artists. Large eat-in country kitchen
with all new mod cons, living room with wood stove, 2 B/R (one
up, one main--sleeps 4), spacious bath, separate WC, utility room
with washer, ½ acre garden, wifi. 5 minute drive to market town
of Thiviers. Non-smoking. $3000/month/ $8700 for 3 months.
(June 15-Sept 15). Dates negotiable. Google map Puytraud 24800
Nantheuil France. Contact lepetitnid@hotmail.com.
psychotherapy
Writer and psychotherapist offers a unique approach to
psychotherapy with writers. Exploring the narratives that shape
our lives, Camilla Gibb works with people using writing for

Welcome back
We knew the 40th Anniversary of the founding of The Writers’ Union of Canada was going to be a special year, so in
September we asked those of you who had left the Union for
one reason or another to consider rejoining. We are thrilled
to welcome so many of you back!
Sylvia Adams
Jonathan Bennett
Lita-Rose Betcherman
Tim Bowling
Elizabeth Buchanan
Anna D. Camilleri
Richard Clewes
Mary-Ellen Lang
Collura
Afua Cooper
Deborah Joy Corey
Jack Countryman
Jennifer Craig
Frank Davey
Wade Davis
Richard DouglassChin
Claire Eamer
Margrit Eichler

Sharon English
Ann Eyerman
Peter Eyvindson
Cynthia J. Faryon
Kevin Marc
Fournier
Marty Gervais
Ann Goldring
Carla Gunn
Ann Ireland
Crawford Kilian
K. Linda Kivi
Lesley Krueger
Shaena Lambert
Terry Leeder
Eileen Reid Marcil
Valerie MasonJohn
Micheline Maylor
Antonino Mazza
Hugh W. McKervill

Rick Mercer
Gordon Pinsent
Earl N. Plato
Emily Pohl-Weary
Judith Pond
Michael Redhill
Louise Reynolds
Eden Robinson
Leon Rooke
Emily Schultz
Martin Springett
Sheila Stewart
Bronwyn Storm
David Suzuki
Joan Thomas
Andrea Thompson
Florida Ann Town
Robert Paul
Weston
Richard Wilbur

therapeutic purposes; writers looking to move beyond therapeutic
writing to craft effective memoirs and novels; and writers in all
genres looking to further the development of their work though
intense one-on-one supervision. Downtown Toronto or remotely.
For an initial consultation please e-mail camillagibb@gmail.com.
WRITER’S RETREAT
Located 2.5 hours from Toronto in Carling Township, this
well-treed lot is within 10 minutes of a family friendly beach,
unbelievable canoe and kayak facilities, and convenient marina
access to fishing on Georgian Bay. Parry Sound is a 20-minute
drive for shopping and excursions and recreational outings. This
property has 1 Queen(s), 1 Bunk(s), 1 Twin(s). Writers’ Union
members receive a 50% discount off of listed rates with proof of
membership. For booking info go to: http://windrovers.com/
vacation-rentals/1144-parry-sound-cottage.
ATTENTION WRITERS
Are you looking for a quiet place to write the next best seller? Now
available, a four bedroom cottage in the beautiful hills of Mulmur.
The cottage is close to all the amenities and yet completely private.
Only 1.5 hours from downtown Toronto. The cottage is available
for weekend, week days and monthly rentals. For rates and more
information please contact Michael at 905 796 2563 or e-mail
3urbancics@rogers.com.

Anvil Press is pleased to announce two
new books by two new members!
Everything Rustles is Jane
Silcott’s debut collection of
personal essays about the tangle
of midlife — the long look back,
the shorter look forward, and the
moments right now that
shimmer and rustle.
ISBN: 978-1-927380-41-3 | $18 | Essays

From the author of Dead Man
in the Orchestra Pit and Foozlers,
comes another tale of madcap
human folly. Budge, the latest
novel from Tom Osborne is a
story about addiction, rehabilitation, and the meaning of life.
ISBN: 978-1-897535-99-8 | $20 | Novel
Represented to the trade by PGC/Raincoast

www.anvilpress.com
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Business & Reports

Member Awards and News
Ray Argyle from Kingston has received a Queen Elizabeth
Diamond Jubilee Medal for his “Contribution to awareness of
Canadians for the Vimy Ridge Battle of April 1917”.
Thunder Bay member Elle Andra-Warner was awarded the 2012
George B. Macgillivray Award for the Best Popular Historical
Article in the bi-annual Publications Awards by the Thunder Bay
Historical Museum Society. Her winning article was ‘’In the Valley
of the Slate River: A Farm Community Thrives” in Lake Superior
Magazine (June-July 2011).
Montrealer Ami Sands Brodoff’s novel, Can You See Me? is newly
available as an ebook. What happens when the person you love
most, best, falls prey to schizophrenia? Told in the alternating
voices of a brother and sister, the book is a powerful psychodrama
portraying schizophrenia from the inside-out. A recommended
book of The National Alliance For the Mentally Ill (NAMI) and a
Pushcart Prize nominee.
New Brunswick poet Chad Norman announces that he has a new
collection of poems, Masstown, forthcoming Fall 2013 from Black
Moss Press.
Toronto-based TWUC member poet Dwayne Morgan has been
inducted into the Scarborough Walk of Fame for his contribution
to the arts.
Halifax-based member Jerry Lockett’s second book, The Discovery
of Weather: Stephen Saxby, the tumultuous birth of weather
forecasting, and Saxby’s Gale of 1869, was awarded an Honorable
Mention by Atmospheric Science Librarians International in their
2012 Book Choice Awards. The award was presented in January
at the annual meeting of the American Meteorological Society in
Austin, Texas.
Several members of TWUC have been nominated for BC Books
prizes. Up for the Ethel Wilson Fiction Prize are Malarky by
Anakana Schofield and The World by Bill Gaston. Nominated for
the Hubert Evans Non-Fiction Prize are The Art of the Impossible:
Dave Barrett and the NDP in Power, 1972-1975 by Geoff Meggs
(Union member) and Rod Mickleburgh, Journey with No Maps: A
Life of P.K Page by Sandra Djwa and The Light Through the Trees:
Reflections on Land and Farming by Luanne Armstrong. Up for the
Dorothy Livesay Poetry Prize is The Properties by Colin Browne.
Nominated for the Sheila A. Egoff Children’s Literature Prize are
Middle of Nowhere by Caroline Adderson and The Reluctant Journal
of Henry K. Larsen by Susin Nielsen. Nominated for the Christie
Harris Illustrated Children’s Literature Prize are Gift Days by KariLynn Winters, Hey Canada by Vivien Bowers, Maggie’s Chopsticks
by Alan Woo, Rainbow Shoes by Tiffany Stone and What’s Up,
Bear? by Frieda Wishinsky. Finally nominated for the Bill Duthie
Booksellers’ Choice Award is Trucking in British Columbia: An
Illustrated History by Daniel Francis.
TWUC members make up many of the nominees for this year’s
Manitoba Book Awards. For the McNally Robinson Book of the
Year: Dating by Dave Williamson, published by Turnstone Press;
Monstrance by Sarah Klassen, published by Turnstone Press; and
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Whitetail Shooting Gallery by Annette Lapointe, published by Anvil
Press. For the Aqua Books Lansdowne Prize for Poetry: Monstrance
by Sarah Klassen, published by Turnstone Press; and The Politics of
Knives by Jonathan Ball, published by Coach House Books. For the
Carol Shields Winnipeg Book Award: Dating by Dave Williamson,
published by Turnstone Press; and What You Get at Home by Dora
Dueck, published by Turnstone Press. For the John Hirsch Award
for Most Promising Manitoba Writers: Kevin Marc Fournier. For
the Margaret Laurence Award for Fiction: What You Get at Home by
Dora Dueck, published by Turnstone Press. And for the McNally
Robinson Book for Young People Award – Older Category: The
Green-Eyed Queen of Suicide City by Kevin Marc Fournier, published
by Great Plains Teen Fiction.
A number of TWUC members were chosen to compete in the
Authors at Harbourfront Centre POETRY NOW: 5th ANNUAL
BATTLE OF THE BARDS. These include Glen Downie, Kim
Fahner, Amanda Jernigan, Christine McNair, and Jim Smith.
TWUC member and Toronto Poet Laureate George Elliott Clarke is
the guest judge.
Calgary’s Frank O’Keeffe announces the publication of his latest
YA novel, Harry Flammable by Dundurn Press. This is his eighth
YA novel.
MEMBER OPPORTUNITIES
The second annual John Lent Poetry-Prose Award invites emerging
writers to submit chapbook-length manuscripts to Kalamalka
Press. The winning selection will be designed and letterpress
printed by Jason Dewinetz of Greenboathouse Press and his
students in the Writing and Publishing Diploma Program at
Okanagan College in Vernon, BC.
The Chizine Press/Rannu Fund for Writers of Speculative
Literature is now open for entries in both poetry and fiction.
First prize: $500 each. Open to any writer anywhere in the
world. Deadline: May 31st. With judges for fiction: Rich Larson,
Craig Davidson, Caitlin Sweet, and tie-breaking judge CORY
DOCTOROW! Judges for poetry: F.J. Bergmann, Margaret Ballif
Boston, Halli Villegas and tie-breaking judge NEIL GAIMAN!
http://rannu.webs.com/.

Thank you
for your donation. The Writers’ Union would like to thank the
following individuals for their donations to the Union.
Elle Andra-Warner
Barry Callaghan
William H.
Deverell
R. Bruce Elder
Allan Fotheringham
Gary Geddes
Carole Giangrande
Heather Kellerhals-

Stewart
David Keyho
Laurie Lewis
Jane Lind
Catherine
MacLeod
Joan Magee
Carol Matas
Daniel David Moses
Catherine Sim-

mons Niven
Tony Penikett
Edward O. Phillips
Dennis Reid
Barbara Reid
Louise Reynolds
Irene N. Watts
Betty Jane Wylie
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Our Spring Fiction Is All About Translation
Three great novels ~ each unique in plot and style ~ by Montreal writers

A science fiction, dark thriller, ZIPPO sits at the rarely visited border
between the detective story and science fiction, and is a striking testimonial on the stormy beginning of our new century. The elliptic, well-worked
writing is often severed from its subject and syncopated, as if as it was the
very reflection of this tattered, tense universe.
• Mathieu Blais & Joël Casséus ~ translated by Kathryn Gabinet-Kroo
Scan the QR for a short book trailer or view at: www.tinyurl.com/ZIPPO-BookTrailer
160 pages ISBN 978-1-55096-312-0 $16.95

Marc Morris is many things, but he is principally a hunter. Half Mohawk,
half Caucasian, he is filled with a deep bitterness fuelled by disillusionment.
As he himself freely admits, he kills animals so he won’t kill men... Poacher’s
Faith begins on the day after his failed suicide attempt, and traces back
through the ten years preceding this event, during which he criss-crossed
Canada and the United States, driving thousands of kilometres in his
pickup to physically trace the giant “FUCK YOU” that he determinedly
felt-tipped on his road map.
• Marc Séguin ~ translated by Kathryn Gabinet-Kroo
Scan the QR for a four-minute book trailer, that features the author or view at: www.tinyurl.com/Poacher-trailer
160 pages ISBN 978-1-55096-314-4 $16.95

The Death of Marlon Brando brings to life a powerfully suggestive story in
which the narrator attempts to convey the indescribable feeling of being
stalked on his father’s farm by the new mentally handicapped employee. As
a contemporary twist on Heart of Darkness, this touching and disturbing
novel tells the tale of a young boy and his coming of age against a backdrop of abandonment, betrayal and the loss of innocence.
• Pierre Gobeil ~ translated by Steven Urquhart
152 pages 978-1-55096-313-7 $16.95

Scan this QR, or access at: www.tinyurl.com/30-SpringDiscount ~ purchase these books with a 30% discount; shipping is free!

Great books from Exile Editions! www.ExileEditions.com • see our inside front cover ad for more...
Contact us at: info@exileeditions.com

ExileWriters

CONGRATULATIONS on your 40th.

Tens of thousands of students ¥ Thousands of online residencies in
CanadaÕs schools ¥ Scores of CanadaÕs finest writers ¥ 25 great years!

www.wier.ca
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Yes, They CanLit!

The Writer as High-Wire Artist
“ … a witty and engaging journal.”
David Macfarlane, Toronto Star

“ Fetherling’s narration is engaging, amusing, and poignant.
His portrait of himself is handled particularly well, as we are
introduced to a man who has struggled with several social
obstacles, but who is also, as the continuity and the spirit of the
journal entries show, a perceptive witness to his time and place.”
Joel Yanofsky, author of Mordecai and Me: An Appreciation of a Kind

The Writing Life: Journals, 1975–2005
George Fetherling | Edited by Brian Busby

M c G I L L - Q U E E N ’S U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S
Follow us on Facebook.com/McGillQueens and Twitter.com/Scholarmqup

mqup.ca

